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Greek Manuscripts at Princeton, Sixth to Nineteenth
Century: A Descriptive Catalogue is a comprehen-
sive descriptive guide to the Byzantine and post-Byz-
antine Greek manuscripts, miniatures, and bindings
in the Manuscripts Division of Princeton University
Library’s Department of Rare Books and Special Col-
lections; the Scheide Library, Princeton, which is
housed in the Princeton University Library; the
Princeton University Art Museum; and Princeton
Theological Seminary. The catalogue is being pub-
lished in celebration of the thirtieth anniversary of
Princeton University’s Program in Hellenic Studies,
which was founded in 1979 with the generous sup-
port of Stanley J. Seeger Jr., Princeton University
Class of 1952.

In the early 1990s, Dimitri Gondicas, executive di-
rector of the Program in Hellenic Studies, and Don
C. Skemer, curator of manuscripts at the Princeton
University Library, began planning a project to com-
pile and publish a catalogue of Greek manuscripts
that would build on the work of two exhibitions at
Princeton and their respective catalogues: Illumi-
nated Greek Manuscripts from American Collec-
tions: An Exhibition in Honor of Kurt Weitzmann
(1973) and Byzantium at Princeton (1986). As a com-
prehensive catalogue, Greek Manuscripts at Prince-
ton covers a larger number of items than these two
catalogues or any other published descriptions, such
as those in Seymour De Ricci and W. J. Wilson, Cen-
sus of Medieval and Renaissance Manuscripts in the
United States and Canada (1935–40), and in the
Supplement compiled by C. U. Faye and W. H. Bond
(1962). 

The principal contributors to the catalogue are
Sofia Kotzabassi (Department of Medieval and Mod-
ern Greek Philology, Aristotle University of Thessa-
lonike) for descriptions of text, annotations, script,
physical structure, and provenance; and Nancy P.
Ševčenko (independent scholar) for descriptions of
miniatures and decoration, other art-historical analy-
sis, and, together with Sofia Kotzabassi, transcrip-
tions of the lectionary calendars of feasts. Don C.
Skemer, director of the project, prepared the descrip-
tions of the bindings, some provenance notes, and ad-
ditional matter.

The cataloguing format was developed to be fully
consistent with recent American practice, as estab-
lished principally by the Huntington Library and
Yale catalogues of medieval manuscripts and fol-
lowed by Harvard, Princeton (in its forthcoming cat-

alogue of medieval and Renaissance manuscripts),
and other American libraries and museums. Greek
Manuscripts at Princeton also benefited from the
methodology and learning of other Byzantine manu-
script catalogues published in recent decades, espe-
cially those by Herbert Hunger (Österreichische Na-
tionalbibliothek, Vienna), Irmgard Hutter (Oxford
University libraries), and Anna Marava-Chatzinico-
laou and Christina Toufexi-Paschou (National Li-
brary of Greece, Athens).

The manuscripts and miniatures described in this
catalogue came from many sources. The principal
collector was Robert Garrett (1875–1961), Princeton
University Class of 1897. While still a Princeton un-
dergraduate, he was the hero of the first modern
Olym pics in Athens in 1896, where he won four me -
dals, including gold medals in the discus throw and
shot put. After graduating, Garrett returned home to
Baltimore, where he entered the family’s investment
banking firm and embarked on a life of collecting
manuscripts illustrating five millennia of recorded
history, including examples in nearly every known
script and language, inspired in part by the full-color
facsimiles in his own copy of Joseph Balthazar Sil-
vestre’s Universal Palaeography (London, 1850).

Garrett was a discerning collector, ever willing to
be guided by the academic interests of the Princeton
faculty. From the 1890s through the 1940s, and espe-
cially during the 1920s, he acquired more than ten
thousand manuscripts and antiquities, including
twenty Byzantine and post-Byzantine manuscripts.
Garrett placed two Greek manuscripts (Garrett MS. 9
and Princeton Greek MS. 2) on deposit in the Prince-
ton University Library in 1901 and 1906, respec-
tively, and purchased another one (Garrett MS. 15) at
a Sotheby, Wilkinson and Hodge auction in London
that began on 11 December 1903.  Between 1924 and
1930, Garrett acquired eight additional Byzantine
manuscripts from Thomas Whittemore (1871–1950),
an art historian and archaeologist best known for his
work on the mosaics of  the church of Hagia Sophia
in Istanbul during the 1930s. Whittemore was the
founder and director of the Boston-based Byzantine
Institute of America, which merged with Dumbarton
Oaks in 1970, and of the Paris-based Bibliothèque
Byzantine (Fonds Thomas Whittemore–Institut By -
zan tin). He acquired these and other Byzantine man-
uscripts—most of them from the Skete of St. An-
drew of the Russians on Mount Athos—and brought
them to the United States, where he sold them to
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private collectors and libraries. Garrett received five
manuscripts (Garrett MSS. 1, 2, 5, 6, and 13) from
Whittemore in April 1924 and paid for them in
1924–25. In a letter to Whittemore, dated 4 April
1924 (carbon copy in the Robert Garrett Papers, box
1, Manuscripts Division, Department of Rare Books
and Special Collections, Princeton University Li-
brary), Garrett indicates that on 3 April 1924 he had
five Greek manuscripts in his possession at the
Shoreham Hotel in Washington, D.C., and that he
had previously confirmed this in a note handed to
Whittemore. Garrett also states that he would pay
for these five manuscripts in installments in 1924–
25. Three more manuscripts (Garrett MSS. 3, 4, and
8) were purchased from Whittemore in April 1930.

Garrett also purchased manuscripts from antiquar-
ian booksellers such as Joseph Baer (Frankfurt am
Main), Karl W. Hiersemann (Leipzig), and Wilfred M.
Voynich (New York). Auctions and private treaties
seem to have played a relatively minor role in Gar-
rett’s acquisition of Byzantine manuscripts, which
were shelved with his fine collection of Western me-
dieval manuscripts. He also acquired some 8,500 Is-
lamic manuscripts, as well as significant holdings of
Armenian, Ethiopic, Indic, Mesoamerican, and other
manuscripts, and he underwrote the cost of purchas-
ing most of the 1,300 papyri, mostly Greek, in the
collection of Princeton University Library’s Depart-
ment of Rare Books and Special Collections (see Ap-
pendix). Garrett gradually deposited his collection in
the Princeton University Library’s Treasure Room,
the predecessor of the Department of Rare Books and
Special Collections, and then donated it to the Uni-
versity in 1942.1

Another important assemblage of Byzantine manu-
scripts at Princeton is in the Scheide Library, a pri-
vate collection focusing on the Bible, the history of
the book, early printing, and other subjects of inter-
est to three generations of the Scheide family of Ti-
tusville, Pennsylvania, and Princeton, New Jersey:
William T. Scheide (1847–1907); his son John Hins-
dale Scheide (1875–1942), Princeton University Class
of 1896; and William H. Scheide, Princeton Univer-
sity Class of 1936. William H. Scheide moved the li-
brary from Titusville to Princeton University after
the death of his mother in 1959. The library was at
first housed in temporary quarters in Firestone Li-
brary; in 1965 it was moved to a newly constructed
addition to Firestone, similar in appearance to the Ti-
tusville library, which is adjacent to the Department
of Rare Books and Special Collections. The Scheide
Library acquired most of its manuscripts through the
antiquarian book trade and auctions. The Byzantine
holdings were acquired by John Hinsdale Scheide and
William H. Scheide.2

Five of the manuscripts catalogued here (Garrett

MS. 5, Garrett MS. 6, Garrett MS. 14, Garrett MS. 16,
and Princeton MS. 81) were formerly in the library of
Kosinitza monastery, the monastery of the Theo to -
kos Eikosiphoinisses in the village of Kor mista, Pre-
fecture of Serres, near Drama in northern Greece. All
of the monastery’s manuscripts were removed from
its library and taken to Sofia by the Bulgarian author -
ities in March 1917; they are now scattered in a num-
ber of collections in Europe and the United States.
(Garrett MS. 6 left the monastery earlier, probably
between 1862 and 1887.) The collections with the
largest number of former Kosinitza manuscripts are
the Ivan Dujčev Centre for Slavo-Byzantine Studies
in Sofia (248 manuscripts) and the National Library
in Prague (ca. 12 manuscripts). Others are now in
Amsterdam, Bibliotheek van de Universiteit; Athens,
National Library of Greece; Bratislava, University Li-
brary; Brussels, Bibliothèque Royale de Belgique;
Cambridge (U.K.), University Library; Chi cago, Luth -
eran School of Theology Library; Durham (North
Carolina), Duke University Library; New York,  Mor -
gan Library and Museum; Paris, Bibliothèque Na-
tion ale de France; Prague, National Museum; Upp-
sala, Universi tetsbibliotek; and Vienna, Öster  reich-
ische National bibliothek.3

Since the 1990s, the Princeton University Library
and the Program in Hellenic Studies, with generous
financial support from the Stanley J. Seeger Hellenic
Fund, have worked in close collaboration to expand
the library’s holdings of Byzantine and post-Byzan-
tine Greek manuscripts. The recent acquisitions cat-
alogued in this volume include two 13th-century
Byzantine manuscripts (Princeton MSS. 173 and
180), a zodologion of the late 16th to early 17th cen-
tury (Princeton MS. 176), a Venetian Renaissance
Sammelband with grammatical texts (Princeton MS.
184), and ten manuscripts in the Princeton Greek
Manuscripts series (MSS. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15,
16, and 17). This latter group includes a proskynetar-
ion of the Holy Land (Princeton Greek MS. 12) and
an 18th-century illustrated chronicle roll (Princeton
Greek MS. 16). Additional funding for these recent
acquisitions has been provided by the Theodore F.
Sanxay Fund, the University Librarian’s Discretion -
ary Fund, the Friends of the Princeton University Li-
brary, the Shelby Cullom Davis Center for Historical
Studies, the Presidential Fund, the Marquand Fund
for Art and Archaeology, and other supporters of the
Program in Hellenic Studies and Princeton Univer-
sity Library. Other catalogued manuscripts and
miniatures in the library, the Princeton University
Art Museum, and Princeton Theological Seminary
are from a variety of individual gifts or purchases.

This catalogue includes manuscripts acquired by
the Princeton University Library through the year
2003. In subsequent years, the library, with the on-
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Preface xix

going assistance of the Program in Hellenic Studies,
supported by the Stanley J. Seeger Hellenic Fund, has
continued to add to its holdings of Byzantine and
post-Byzantine manuscripts. The most recent addi-
tions to the collection, which are not catalogued
here, include a 16th-century humanistic miscellany
with texts by Classical authors and by the 12th-cen-
tury poet Joannes Tzetzes, several nomokanon man-
uscripts of the 16th–early 19th centuries, two 17th-
century proskynetaria, orthodox texts, chant books,
and other collections of liturgical music.

Both the compilation and the publication of this
catalogue have been collaborative efforts in every
sense. It was possible to expand the scope of the cat-
alogue beyond the Department of Rare Books and
Special Collections because of the cooperation of
William H. Scheide, Princeton University Class of
1936; Paul Needham, the Scheide librarian; Allen
Rosenbaum, former director of the Princeton Univer-
sity Art Museum; and Stephen D. Crocco, director of
the Speer Library of Princeton Theological Seminary.
Colum Hourihane, director of the Index of Christian
Art, offered the valuable professional services of its
photographer, John Blazejewski, who was responsible
for all of the photography in this volume. Ted Stanley
of the Princeton University Library’s Preservation
Office did ultraviolet photography and wood analy-
sis. Stanley J. Seeger Visiting Research Fellowships
helped support the work of Sofia Kotzabassi and
Nancy Ševčenko in Princeton.

This catalogue was prepared and produced over the
course of more than ten years by people often work-
ing at considerable geographical distance from one
another. The resulting catalogue is a complex array
of textual and physical descriptions, filled with quo-
tations and citations in Greek and other languages,
and accompanied by plates with hundreds of images
of manuscripts, which required new photography and
exacting standards of color reproduction. All of this

posed a significant editorial challenge, which was
fortunately met by Christopher Moss, publications
editor for Princeton University’s Department of Art
and Archaeology. Publication of the catalogue would
have been impossible in its present form without his
extraordinary professional skills and scholarly back-
ground. He has skillfully guided the catalogue through
all stages of editing, illustration, design, indexing,
and production. His meticulous editorial eye, patient
checking of text and images, adept work with free-
lancers and printers, and unswerving commitment to
quality have immeasurably improved the catalogue
and prevented many errors of commission and omis-
sion. The authors are especially grateful to him for
his persistent good cheer, which transformed every
editorial query into a pleasant scholarly exchange
and every problem into a workable solution, adding
value to the catalogue at every point.

Financial support for the production of this cata-
logue was provided by many units of Princeton Uni-
versity: the Program in Hellenic Studies, with the
support of the Stanley J. Seeger Hellenic Fund; the
Publications Fund, Department of Art and Archaeol-
ogy, chaired successively by Patricia Fortini Brown
and Hal Foster; the Council of the Humanities, Carol
Rigolot, executive director; the David A. Gardner ’69
Magic Project; the Shelby Cullom Davis Center for
Historical Studies; the Department of History; the
Mildred Clarke Pressinger von Kienbusch Memorial
Fund, Princeton University Art Museum; the David
Magie ’97 Publication Fund, Department of Classics;
the Department of Rare Books and Special Collec-
tions, Princeton University Library; and the Group
for the Study of Late Antiquity.  Our thanks go to all
of them for recognizing the importance of this proj-
ect and for helping bring it to fruition.

Dimitri Gondicas
Don C. Skemer

1. On Garrett as a collector, see R. Garrett, “Recollections of
a Collector,” Princeton University Library Chronicle 10.3
(1949), pp. 103–116; D. C. Skemer, “The Garrett Collection Re-
visited,”Princeton University Library Chronicle 56.3 (1995),
pp. 421–428; and D. C. Skemer, “From Byzantium to Prince-
ton: A Century of Collecting Greek Manuscripts,” in Byzan-
tine Art: Recent Studies. Essays in Honor of Lois Drewer, ed.
C. Hourihane (Tempe, Ariz., 2009), pp. 185–191.

2. On the Scheides and the growth of their library, see J. P.
Boyd, The Scheide Library: A Summary View of Its History
and Its Outstanding Books, together with an Account of Its
Two Founders, William Taylor Scheide and John Hinsdale
Scheide (n.p. [Princeton], 1947), pp. 16–20; W. H. Scheide,
“Love for the Printed Word as Expressed in the Scheide Li-
brary,” Papers of the Bibliographic Society of America 51

(1957), pp. 214–226; and For William H. Scheide: Fifty Years of
Collecting (n.p. [Princeton], 2004).

3. For a general overview of the Kosinitza monastery library
and its dispersal, see B. Atsalos, Ta; ceirovgrafa th`~ ÔIera`~ Mo -
nh`~ th`~ Kosivnitsa~ (h[ Eijkosifoivnissa~) tou` Paggaivou (Drama,
1990), and G. Papazoglou, ÔH biblioqhvkh kai; ta; ceirovgrafa th`~
monh`~ tou` Timivou Prodrovmou Serrw`n (Komotini, 1993). Addi-
tional manuscripts formerly in the monastery have recently
been identified in collections in Prague (J.-M. Olivier and M.-A.
Monégier Du Sorbier, Manuscrits grecs récemment découverts
en République Tchèque [Paris, 2006], pp. 57–107, 134–175, pls.
VIII, X–XV, XXIII–XXVII) and Vienna (E. Mineva, “Cod. Vindo -
bonensis Suppl. Gr. 165, o «agnouvmeno~» kwvdika~ 18 th~ Kosiv -
nitsa~,” Ellhnikav 49 [1999], pp. 143–147).
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Garrett MS. 14 95 

St. Andrew of the Russians (the Andreasskete) on 
Mount Athas, as is indicated by a round stamp in 
gold (fol. 1 v) above the date 1903. In the upper mar
gin of fol. Ir is a brief description in pencil and the 
date of the manuscript (17th cent.). Another note in 
Greek (lower margin of fol. lr [Fig. 85]) is unfortu
nately erased and illegible. There is a note in Otto
man Turkish in the upper margin of fol. 89v. 

The manuscript was brought to the United States 
by Thomas Whittemore in 1924 (see preface) and sold 
to Robert Garrett (1875-1961), Princeton University 
Class of 1897. Garrett donated it to the Princeton 
University Library in 1942. De Ricci says "obtained 
from Mount Athas in 1905." This is probably a typo
graphical error for 1925. 
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GARRETT MS. 14 

John Chrysostom, Commentary on the Gospel of Matthew, Homilies 1-45 

A.D. 955, 12th Century, and Second Quarter of the 16th Century 

Figures 114-124 

CONTENTS 

1. Fols. lr-295r (Fig. 124): Tou EV aytou; 1tm:por; iiµciiv 
irocivvou OpXtE7ttCJK07tOU K(J)VCJtaV'ttVOU 7t0AEW<; tOU 
xpucr1:ocr1:6µou ,m6µv11µa dr; 1:ov ay10v µm:9a'iov 1:ov 
EUOYYEAtcrttjv· 1tpooiµtov· EUA.OYTJCTOV 7tCxtEp. "E8Et µEv 
T]~t&r; µ118E 8etcrem t~r; 07t0 tiiiv ypa~Lµat(OV PoTJ9Eiar;. 
John Chrysostom, Commentary on the Gospel of 
Matthew, Homilies 1-45. PG 57:13-476 (CPG 4424). 
Pols. 249r-2 72v are bound between fols. 232v and 

233r. After the conclusion of the text on fol. 295r 
(Fig. 124, right column) is a scribal note (see SCRIPT). 
Fol. 295v contains an epigram for the Virgin, written 
by a later owner (12th or 13th cent.), as well as vari· 
ous notes by another hand (see SCRIPT). 

2. Fols. 296r-298v: Tou EV ayiotr; 1tatpor; 11µ/iiv irociv
vou cipx1e1ttcrK61tou Krovcr1:av1:1vou1t6AEror; tau xpucro· 
crt6µou· EyKroµtov Eir; taur; ayiour; Kai 1taveu<jltjµour; 
Kai KOpuqiaiour; tciiv ci1tocrt6Arov 1te1:pov Kai nauAov. 
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96 Princeton University Library 

Oupavou Kat Yllc; aµtUav 6pw, Ola i:iiv rrapoucmv rrav11-
yuptv, i:iic; µv11,LirJc; i:wv crnocri:6lwv. John Chrysostom, 
In Petrnm et Paulum sermo. PG 59:491-496 (Al
dama, Repertorium, no. 364; BHG 1497b; CPG 4572). 
The text ends differently than in PG: aUa 1:11 avcipxw 
tplciOL aµEcrwc; rraptcri:ciµEvoc; un~p 11µwv ncivta ta 
crwi:11pw Ec;mtEicr8m · Ev xptcrtw i 11crou i:w Kupiw iiµwv· 
Otl autrii rrpEnEL ... aµ11v. 

3. Fols. 298v-310r: 'Yrr6µv11µa owlaµpcivov µEptKriic;, 
aywvm; Kat a8A.a Kai an:OOT]µiac; Kai tEA.ElWCTLV, tWV 
ayiwv Kat Kopuqiaiwv arrocrt6Awv, n:Etpou Kat rrauA.ou. 
Kat tWV i:qvwv· OU µ6vov touc; Ee; apxiic; natEpac; arro
OEXOµE8a. Theodore Magistros (the name is written 
in red ink in the lower margin of fol. 298v), Com
mentarius in s. apostolos Petrum et Paulum [com
piled from the homilies of John Chrysostom]. AASS 
Juni V:411-424 (BHG 1493). 

4. Fols. 310r-311 v: Eic; 111v rrpocrKUVTJCTLV i:iic; nµ(ac; 
0.A.UCTEWc; tOU ayiou arrocrtOA.OU Kat Kopuqiaiou 11:Etpou. 
"Ocrot i:w i:ou Kopuqiaiou i:wv arrocri:6lwv 8Eiw i!pwn. 
[John Chrysostom], In catenas sancti Petri. Ed. E. 
Batareikh, "Discours inedit sur les chaines de S. 
Pierre attribue a S. Jean Chrysostome," in Xpvaoaro
µuai: Studi e ricerche intorno a S. Giovanni Crisos
tomo a cura de] comitato peril XVo centenario dell a 
sua morte, 407-1907 (Rome, 1908), pp. 978-982, line 
12 (BHG 1486; CPG 4745). Text ends mutilated: 
EKElVOU rrpoc; iouoaiouc; OT]µT]yoplmc;· Kai orrwc; .... 

MATERIAL AND LAYOUT 

Parchment and paper, 311 folios; 3 I .3 x 25.0 cm. 
Garrett MS. 14 consists of three different parts. Part 
I (fols. lr-26v, 35r-38v), which is part of Princeton 
MS. 81, was used (before the two manuscripts were 
at Princeton) to replace the folios removed from Gar
rett MS. 14: paper, text area 25.3 x 14.5 cm (cols. 
25.5 X 6.5 cm), 2 cols., 34 lines per page. Western pa
per with shell watermarks identical to those of 
Princeton MS. 81: ladder and star similar to Briquet 
5927 (Salzburg, 1525; Pisa, 1533; Firmi 1559). Part II 
(fols. 2 7r-34v, 39r-295r), the principal manuscript, is 
parchment, text area 25.5 x 18.0 cm (cols. 25.0/26.0 
x 8.5/9.0 cm), 2 cols., 35 lines per page (fols. 27r-34v, 
39r-295v). Part III (fols. 296r-3 l l v, the last two 
quires) is dark-colored parchment, text area 25.5/26.0 
x 17.5 cm (cols. 25.5 x 8.0/8.5 cm); 2 cols., 35 lines 
per page. Hardpoint ruling, with pattern similar to 
Leroy and Sautel P2 OOC2; prick-marks sometimes 
visible in the outer right margins. Mixed foliation in 
two hands: modern foliation in pencil, and older fo. 
liation in ink (19th-20th cent.) similar to that found 

in Princeton MS. 81, in the upper right corner of the 
recto of each tenth folio. The codex has been exten
sively repaired, mostly at the lower inside margins. 

COLLATION 

Part I: 1-38, 2 fols. (fols. 25r-26v). Part II: 46, 58 (fols. 
33r-40v and fols. 35r-38v paper), 6-368, 3 7s-1 (fols. 
289r-295v; the eighth folio was removed without 
any loss of text). Part III: 1-28. In Part I there are no 
quire marks. In Part II there are quire marks written 
in majuscules by the scribe in the upper right corner 
of the first rectos (mostly trimmed away, for example, 
fol. 20lr: Kc;; fol. 225r, K8), as well as one, two, or 
three crosses in the upper margin of the first recto of 
each quire. In Part III there is only one quire mark 
written by the scribe in the center of the lower mar
gin of fol. 304r (the beginning of the second quire of 
this part). 

SCRIPT 

The three parts of Garrett MS. 14 were each written 
by a different scribe. The principal scribe (Part II, 
fols. 27r-34v, 39r-295r) was Nikephoros (see Vogel 
and Gardthausen, p. 341 ), according to the scribal 
note (in majuscule script) on fol. 295r (Fig. 124): t 
rocrn:Ep / SEVOl xm/poucrtv rra/tpioa PAE/11:ElV. outwc; / 
Kat toic; ypa/qioucrtv Pt/PAiou tE/A.oc;. After these verses 
is a note in minuscule: t E11:A.T]pro8(T]) 11 tEpa autii 
pipA.( oc;) · rrapa vt/KTJ<IJO(pou) vot( aplou), followed by 
two words that are written in an abbreviated form 
and are difficult to decipher. Instead of Thea Jirat
Wasiutyriski's transcription 'Iw[civvou] µovcixou (in 
Princeton 1973, p. 60), which is incorrect, Paul Ca
nart (below) suggests that the two words following 
the scribe's name (Nikephoros notarios) should be 
read as Kw(vcri:avtivoc;), followed by a title or proper 
name beginning with p (Santo Luca [personal com
munication] suggests P6crtpwv), and then: ocr01 aui:iic; 
EVtuYXci/vEtm EUXECT8(E) Ull:Ep aurnu / roe; Ota tOV 
K(Upto)v 11µ(wv) i(11crou)v x(pw-co)v:- / µT]v(t) µmw 
y'· ivo(tKnriivoc;) 1y'. i!i:ouc; suc;y. 

Nikephoros finished his work on 3 May 955. He 
wrote in a left-sloping minuscule in brown ink. 
Crosses with various forms and decoration occasion
ally appear in the upper margins above the outer col
umn (e.g., fols. l 77r, 289r). Sometimes there is a dec
orated cross in the middle of the upper margin (e.g., 
fols. 5 7r, 281 r). Titles and ethika are written in Aus
zeichnungsmaiuskel (the word Aoyoc; in the title is 
usually in epigraphic majuscule). Sometimes Nike
phoros left one or two lines in the text blank (fols. 

I 
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71 v, 84r, 107r), probably because he had difficulty 
reading his model. Highlighted lemmata and mar
ginal scholia are written in green and yellow ink. 

Part I was written in black ink during the second 
quarter of the 16th century or slightly later in a late 
imitation of the Hodegon script. The scribe is the 
anonymous scribe of Princeton MS. 81. Part III is in 
a minuscule script in brown ink dating from the 12th 
century. 

In 1362 someone added the following note above 
the scribal note on fol. 295r (Fig. 124) in black ink: t 
EVT] Tl pipAoi; OUTT] CTT]µEpov, 1:0V ;;-wo xpovov I ui;' xpo
vaiv t. There are also notes or pen-trials by several 
hands (fols. 43r, 53r, 103v [in majuscule], 142r, 214v, 
etc.). 

On fol. 295v, in the hand of a 12th- or 13th-century 
owner (probably a priest named George, according to 
an invocation at the end), are twelve-syllable verses 
to the Virgin: cr,ixot £ii; TTJV 8(rn1:6)Kov. ct>aucrov ,T]v 
EµT]v TJH!lpl]v cipytAffiOTJ / rnti; npoi; Koipavov 8Epµaii; 
crou E~rnimi; / KA.tVEl ycip £ii; crai; Euxai; 6 n:Acicr,T]i; 
KOpT] I 10 nav axpav,ov Kat ClKEtpmov ffiTlOV / all:£! 
npoi; rnurn 6 croi; mmoi; 01.KETT]i; / 6 cruvovotµoi; Kan
na80KWV 1:~i; xrop(ai;)/ ocr,T]i; YEWpyoi; EUcrEPEiai; 
E8Eix8n / a8A.LCTT]V 81" aiµmoi; cracproi; 1:EA.fo(ai;). / µL
cr8ov EKOµicr,o 1:ou1:(ou) T(OV 7!0V(J)V /ou rni:i; npEcrPimi; 
Kat nj criJ nappl]cri~. / 8i8ou iivacra A.ucrtv nov OAT]-
1:iwv / Kat TT]V otKT]crtV napcicrxou ciAucriou / ciµr,v ciµr,v 
ciµr,v t. Then follows an invocation and a note by the 
same hand: t yEwpyiw npEcrPm:Epw Ev KpicrEL / avEi; 
crai,Ep t, then another note: mcr,ov Offipl]µa pacrtA.Et 
[ ... ] / 8. [ 1 line]/ on OE PiPAoi; aptcr,oi; 1:0V µm8ai:ov 
t. On the same folio there are also several notes 
(mostly erased) by a hand dating to the 14th century: 
8fon:01:ci µou aytE 1:T]V o<jltAOµEVT]V µEv/ nciv,Ei; civuµv
T]<rffiµEv. Some homily numbers have been corrected. 

DECORATION 

Although this manuscript is signed and dated, its ori
gin is subject to debate. It is currently being assigned 
to Jerusalem rather than South Italy (Perria, "Il Vat. 
Palat. gr. 376," below; Weitzmann, Addenda). This 
hypothesis, based on certain features of its script, 
which Perria ("Il Vat. Palat. gr. 376," below) associ
ates with the notarial profession of the scribe Nike
phoros, and the similarities of its roundel portraits to 
those in a manuscript formerly in the monastery of 
St. Sabas (now ferusalem, Greek Patriarchate, Sabas 
MS. 82), is strengthened by the apparently uncalled
for presence in Garrett MS. 14 of a bust of "Modes
tos, patriarch of Jerusalem" (before Homily 21: fol. 
151 v [Fig. 117]; his name was previously read in error 
as Matthew). This is probably Patriarch Modestos 

(630-ca. 634), the abbot of the lavra of St. Theodosios 
in Palestine, who was responsible for the rebuilding 
of Jerusalem after the Persian sack in 614 and the au
thor of sermons (G. Garitte, "La sepulture de Mod
este de Jerusalem," Le Museon 73 [1960], pp. 127-
133 ). The date palms depicted in the manuscript 
(fols. 134v [Fig. 116], 145r, 162r) could also conceiv
ably point to an eastern Mediterranean origin. 

Parallels to the work as a whole are hard to find: 
certain details are found in manuscripts of equally 
unsure provenance, such as two 10th-century ones in 
Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Auct. T.3.15 (cf. the 
grid of diamonds bordered by rows of circles, the 
hand with the grapes, and the compass-drawn ini
tials) and MS. Arch. Selden B.21 (cf. the roundels and 
the strapwork ornament) (Hutter, Corpus, vol. 3, nos. 
8, 9), and Mount Sinai, MS. gr. 213 of 967 (Weitz
mann and Galavaris, no. 14). 

The titles of the homilies, and the relevant words 
of Matthew's gospel that are written before the be
ginning of each homily, were enclosed by the scribe 
on three sides by a narrow fillet and on the top by an 
ornamental strip; the homily text proper then starts 
with an enlarged initial. The strips and initials were 
drawn, and sometimes colored, in the same brown 
ink as that used for the text, and are surely the work 
of Nikephoros himself. 

Although he uses a limited repertory of designs for 
his ornament (rows of linked compass-drawn circles, 
rows of diamond grids, knot designs, lily-tipped and 
knotted crosses and many other lily designs, framing 
elements consisting of rows of small circles, initials 
divided into gemmed sections), Nikephoros intro
duces a considerable amount of variety from one 
strip to the next. The alert little figures in the roun
dels, most of whom seem to be bishops, may have 
pairs of brown spots on their cheeks, and haloes dec
orated with three sets of dots, as though they were 
cross-haloes. The drawing throughout is experienced 
and precise: often compass drawn, it is strong on 
geometry, if devoid of vegetal life. 

The strips and initials for Homilies 5-l 6 (from fols. 
29r to 106v) were painted, probably at a slightly later 
time, with a very narrow range of colors (green, red
dish brown, dark brown, and pale brown). The chem
icals in the green have in some places eaten away the 
parchment. Some of the smaller letters in this part of 
the manuscript have also been colored in green, and 
a pale brown (occasionally green) wash was applied 
to the titles, frames, and to the words of Matthew's 
gospel. The wash is thin enough to have left the orig
inal writing intact, which gives one the impression 
that the letters were written over the wash. The col
ors are poorly applied and reduce the legibility of the 
fine original ink designs. 
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It should be noted that the texts of Part III (fols. 
296r-31 l v) all relate to St. Peter and St. Paul. 

Fol. lr: Headpiece for the prooimion (4.5 x 14.3 cm 
[6.0 X 21.5 cm max. surviving]). The headpiece is en
tirely designed in red and black ink. The ground is 
red; over it, drawn in black ink, is spun an interlace 
design with tight angular knots along the edges of the 
frame and wider rounder forms inside. The black was 
apparently executed first, then the red applied to the 
remaining areas. The frame, outlined in black, bursts 
into sections of interlace and at the lower right edge 
into the attenuated upside-down head of a fanged 
snake with red ears and eye. Sections of the interlace 
have been filled in with red. There are small black W 
motifs along the outer edge of the frame between the 
interlace projections. 

The initial E (5.5 cm) is red and very calligraphic. 

There are further elaborate red initials on fols. Sr (A, 
showing the same W motifs as the headpiece), 13v (I), 
and 18v (where the Eis 13.5 cm tall). 

Fol. 29r (Fig. 114): Strip and initial for Homily 5 ( l .9 
X 10.3 cm). The strip consists of a row of six con
nected circles alternating reddish brown and green; 
inside each circle is a cross form with lilies at the 
end of each arm (all the arms are equal in length). 
The crosses alternate in color too, always the oppo
site color to that of the circle; the background area in 
each circle is the same, pale brown. The line of cir
cles ends with a lilylike flower, and there are small 
lilies in pairs above and below the loops connecting 
the circles; these too alternate reddish brown and 
green. The circles, and also the loops connecting 
them, have been drawn with the use of a compass. 

To the left of the gospel passage is a reddish brown 
circle (diam. 2.6 cm) enclosing a bust of John Chry
sostom drawn in the ink used for the text itself. He 
has a narrow jaw and a stubble beard and virtually 
no hair; he wears an omophorion with dots in a cross 
design and blesses across his chest with his fourth 
(ring) finger depressed. His halo is outlined in brown 
and filled in with a pale brown wash. Caption: ·o 
A(ytrn;) 'Iro(civvri<;) 6 Xp(ucr6cr·toµo<;), The majuscules 
for the title are also painted in reddish brown and 
green alternately, and they and the words of the gos
pel are covered by lines of pale brown wash and 
framed, up to the level of the strip, by a narrow 
green line. 

The uprights of the initial TI (2.4 cm) have wedge
like rectangular segments with central gemstones, all 
framed by rows of circles. The colors are green and 
reddish brown. 

Fol. 34v: Strip and initial for Homily 6 ( 1.9 X 8.5 
[max. 4.8 X 10.4] cm). The strip is a wide, open strap
work design with strands forming six ovals. One 
strand is green, the other reddish brown. The ovals 
are filled with pale brown wash but appear to be 
pierced vertically by pairs of triple-stranded stems al
ternating brown and green. Between the ovals are 
tiny trefoils, also alternating colors. A guilloche knot 
in the form of a cross stands over the center of the 
strip. The strip ends in lilylike flowers, and it ex
tends down on each side in knobs and a cross to meet 
the frame for the Matthew passage. 

The initial TI (max. preserved 5.5 cm) has two very 
dark brown posts on which a guilloche of two 
strands, reddish brown and green, is painted. The 
empty center of the letter is painted pale brown. 
There is a guilloche cross over the center of the thin 
horizontal bar and some sort of hanging design under 
the vertical bars. 

Fol. 42v: Strip for Homily 7 ( 1. 7 X 7.8 cm, circles 
alone). The design is similar to that of fol. 29r (Fig. 
114), except that there are only four circles, and each 
circle contains a cross with a red vertical and green 
horizontal arm (or vice versa), crossed by the diagonal 
arms of a narrow ink cross with tiny loops at its tips. 

Fol. 43r: Initial I (4.7 cm). The large initial has a de
sign like the TI of fol. 2.9r. There is a sort of fringe of 
hanging loops along the bottom. 

Fol. 49v: Strip and initial for Homily 8 (2.5 X 11.0 
cm). The strip consists of a grid of diamonds, ten or 
eleven in each horizontal row, each row primarily 
green or pale brown. A vertical line bisects the pale 
brown diamonds, and all the diamonds have a small 
rectangular "gem" at their center. Most of the dia
monds are connected to each other at the tips by a 
circle, alternating reddish brown and green. Along 
the top runs a row of five arches, alternating reddish 
brown and green, and filled with pale brown wash; 
each arch has a little lily inside, and smaller versions 
adorn the spandrels. Lilies project from the sides of 
the strip, and guilloche crosses hang from its ends. 

The initial TI (3.9 cm) is tall and thin, its vertical 
bars consisting only of rows of circles in the three ba
sic colors. 

Fol. 54v: Strip for Homily 9 (2.2 x 8.5 cm). The strip is 
an enlarged version of the design used earlier for ini
tials: a central row of rectangles, here placed horizon
tally, bordered at top and bottom by rows of painted 
circles. There is an outer border of smaller circles, and 
the gemlike designs in the center of each rectangle are 
tripled like a flag, with one short row of each color. 
The background of the frame is very dark brown. 
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Fol. 55r: Title and initial for Homily 9. The title and 
gospel passage are merely framed with dots and 
dashes; there is a squarish guilloche cross above the 
center of the title, and there are little crosses like 
those on fol. 42v at the upper comers. The homily was 
originally numbered 7; this has been corrected to 9. 

The initial K (4.6 cm) has a wide left bar and lower 
right one, but a thin line for its upper right. To bal
ance the right bars, there is an acanthus design grow
ing from the base. The letter is divided into sections 
of reddish brown, green, and pale brown. 

Fol. 61v: Title and initial for Homily 10 (0.6 x 8.0 
[max. 10.0] cm). The strip has a row of hearts on their 
sides, the pointed end of each heart piercing the one 
to its right. Most have been painted reddish brown or 
green. 

The initial n (4.0 cm) has a wavy reddish brown 
line up each of its posts, flanked by diagonal black 
wavy lines on a green ground. There is a scallop mo
tif along the top of the letter, and a wispy tendril 
floats in the space alongside the letter on the left. 

Fol. 68r: Strip and initial for Homily 11 (2.4 X 7.5 
[max. 4.0 X 11.3] cm). The strip is an enlarged ver
sion of that on fol. 49v, though with more alternation 
of the colors; instead of the arches on top, there is a 
little upright cross, to which are added narrow diag
onal arms ending in loops. The title and gospel pas
sage are not framed. 

The initial n (3.5 [max. 5.2] cm) is tall and narrow 
with reddish brown and green circles in alternation 
on its posts. A lily grows straight up from the comer 
of the left post. 

Fol. 76r: Strip and initial for Homily 12 (1.9 X 7.6 
[max. 10.1] cm). The strip is a row of four circles like 
that of fols. 42v and 93v (Fig. 115), although here each 
circle is bordered in both reddish brown and green, 
and there are flowers as well as lily-tipped crosses in
cide the circles. The words of the gospel and the first 
line of homily text are marked by thin green lines. 

The initial M (2.4 cm) drops into the lower margin. 
The uprights consist of rows of small circles (alter
nating reddish brown and green), while the central 
bars are rounded and hang low to envelop horizontal 
strips of color topped by arches and a lily. 

Fol. Bir: Strip and initial for Homily 13 (2.5 x 9.1 
[max. 11.1) cm). The strip is a rectangle bordered by 
small reddish brown and green circles in alternation 
and enclosing a row of five pale brown guilloche 
knots, each bordered in both reddish brown and 
green. Between them are lilylike buds. The ground of 
the strip is pale brown. An acanthus leaf at the right 
of the strip has lost most of its color. 

The initial T (5.6 cm) has reddish brown and green 
circles along its edges and gemmed sections up the 
middle. Long, thin triangles hang from the crossbars 
and end in trefoils. 

Fol. 88v: Strip and initial for Homily 14 (1.7 X 8.8 
[max. 2.7 x 11.2] cm). The strip, which is bordered by 
the usual rows of tiny circles, contains a long rolling 
acanthus leaf; much of its green has flaked, but the 
firm reddish brown edge survives. The background is 
pale brown. Along the top of the strip crosses alter
nate with knot designs. 

The initial T (6.5 cm) has a wavy reddish brown 
line up its post, flanked by diagonal hatching on a 
green ground; lilies hang from the crossbars and from 
the base of the letter. 

Fol. 93v (Fig. ll5): Strip and initial for Homily 15 (2.0 
x 8.4 [max. 11.1] cm). The strip is a row of four cir
cles very similar to that on fol. 76r; here each circle 
encloses a lily-tipped cross. 

The initial O (2.8 cm in diam.) is filled with the 
bust of a gaunt-faced and balding bishop, surely John 
Chrysostom. His blessing hand, fourth finger lowered, 
crosses his chest. He has a pale brown halo. The back
ground of the letter is green; its narrow border is di
vided into sections of reddish brown and green. 

Fol. 106v: Strip and initial for Homily 16 (2.2 x 8. 7 
[max. 11.8] cm). The design is essentially that used 
on fol. 34v, except that here the entire strip has a pale 
brown ground. A piece of parchment is missing to
ward the lower right of the strip. 

The initial T (4.4 cm) is also very damaged. Its bar 
had alternating sections of reddish brown and green 
with knobbed edges. 

Fol. ll9v: Strip for Homily 17 (2.1 X 7.0 [max. 10.0] 
cm). The strips from this point on were never col
ored. This one consists of a row of three circles, each 
containing a lily-tipped cross, and is essentially the 
design used on fol. 93v (Fig. 115). 

Fol. 120r: Initial for Homily 17. The initial A (6. 7 cm) 
has a thick vertical post and thinner diagonal bars. 
The post is bordered by rows of circles with gemmed 
sections up the middle. It is topped by a lily. 

Fol. 127v: Strip and initial for Homily 18 (2.3 x 8.2 
[max. 3.5 x 10.5] cm). The pattern of a grid of dia
monds is the same as that used for fols. 49v and 68r. 
The five designs across the top consist of the artist's 
usual repertory of crosses with added diagonal bars, 
the crosses with lily tips, and a knotted cross in the 
center. 
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The oval initial O (5.9 cm) is a scaly fish perched on 
its tail. It has what looks like a human hand, thumb 
raised but fingers bent, projecting from its mouth. 

Fol. 134v (Fig. 116): Strip and initial for Homily 19 
(max. 3.5 x 10.1 cm). The uncolored strip has a row 
of three circles containing busts. At each end of the 
row is a sort of trunk which sprouts at its top some 
very feathery fronds attached to an area of small 
fruits that look like a cluster of dates (cf. fol. 145r); 
more of the fronds surmount the second and third 
circles. Over the first and second circles is an eight
sided rosette. The busts inside the circles are crowned. 
The left- and right-hand busts are bearded; the cen
tral bust has a heavy, fleshy face with no beard. All 
have their hands in front of their chests, blessing. 

The initial T (5.4 cm) is composed of a series of 
long triangles and has a lilylike base. 

Fol. 141 v: Marginal sketch of the head of Christ ( 7.0 
cm). The ink used is a pale greenish black. Christ has 
a wide rounded hairstyle, very arched brows, and a 
drooping mustache, and is probably 15th century or 
later. 

Fol. 145r: Strip and initial for Homily 20 (2.2 X 9.4 
[max. 12.0] cm). The uncolored strip has the familiar 
row of linked circles, each containing a lily-tipped 
cross. 

The initial K (max. preserved height 8.8 cm) is 
damaged at the bottom. It had the familiar upright 
post with circles along the edge and gemmed sec
tions in the center; the diagonal bars are not con
nected to the main upright, but the lower one shares 
roughly the same pattern. On top of the upright post 
is a bunch of dates topped by a feathery frond. 

Fol. 151v (Fig. 117): Strip and initial for Homily 21 
(3.3 x 10.0 cm). The uncolored strip consists of a row 
of three large circles, each of which contains the 
haloed bust of a bishop. Captions: ·o a(ylDi;) 'Iffi(avvrii;) 
6 Xp(ucrocnoµoi;); 6 ci(ywi;) Bacrttc{Etoi;); 6 a(ywi;) 
Mo8£crrn(i;) rrm:pwpx(rii;) lepocro1cuµ. The blessing hand 
of God descends toward Chrysostom from an arc of 
heaven inside his roundel. All three bishops are shown 
blessing. Chrysostom clearly holds a book and has 
his usual long, narrow face. Basil has a very pointed 
beard, Modestos a very short beard and curly hair. 

The initial O (2.8 cm in diameter) is a circle con
taining a single lily-tipped cross. Four tiny black 
spurs point at the cross from inside the circle. 

Fol. 155v (Fig. 118): Strip and initial for Homily 22 
(1.9 X 8.2 [max. 11.0] cm). The strapwork design is 
like that used on fols. 34v and 106v. 

The initial E (13.5 cm) has a long-fingered blessing 
hand as its central bar. The rest of the body of the let
ter again consists of rows of circles and gemmed cen
tral sections. Growing from the top of the letter is a 
tree with a luxurious cluster of dates topped by a 
feathery frond. Below, a hand grasps a thin string at
tached to the base of the letter; the string ends in a 
cluster of fruit. 

Fol. 162r: Strip and initial for Homily 23 (2.3 X 8.1 
cm). The uncolored design has the familiar grid of di
amonds. 

The initial T ( 11.3 cm) has a thick central post 
filled by three knot designs on a dark brown ink 
ground. A date palm again surmounts the letter. 

Fol. 172r (Fig. 119): Strip and initial for Homily 24 
(2.8 X 8.5 cm). There are three circles, each bearing a 
bust; Christ is in the central circle, an angel in each 
of the outer circles. The angels have a sort of loros 
crossed across their chests and bless with their right 
hands. Each angel carries in his left hand a short 
cross-topped lance, the tip downward; the lances 
break through the circles. Both have short, quite 
curly hair, a pair of brown dots on their cheeks, and 
a little mark like a 8 on their foreheads. Christ's face 
is larger and more worn; he has a cross-halo, and he 
too blesses. 

The initial 6. (4.4 cm) is topped by a lily. 

Fol. 177r (Fig. 120): Strip and initial for Homily 25 
(2.4 [max. surviving 5.3] X 8.2 cm). The strip is an in
cipient pylon with knot designs on a dark brown 
ground and a border of little circles. Above the pylon 
are the usual lily-tipped crosses with, between them, 
a larger knot design on a brown ground, framed; a 
pair of acanthus leaves grows from its base. A third 
cross sits above the knot but has been cropped. 

The initial K (4.2 cm) has a knobbed upright and a 
sectioned diagonal bar but without any gems in the 
sections. 

Fol. 181v (Fig. 121): Strip and initial for Homily 26 
(2.2 x 8.7 cm). Bordered in little circles, the strip 
contains four knot designs on a brown ink ground. 
There are little semicircles pressed against the inner 
edge of the frame. Above the strip are two rosettes 
and a sort of almond rosette connected by a strand of 
guilloche. 

The initial O (2.6 cm in diam.) (Fig. 121) has the 
haloed bust of a blessing bishop. 

Fol. 190r: Strip and initial for Homily 27 (1.4 x 7.9 
[max. 9.9] cm). The strip is a line of five small linked 
circles. The first two each contain the lily-tipped 
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crosses, the center an eight-sided rosette, and the 
right two almond rosettes. Four little spurs point in
ward from the inner edge of all the circles but the 
central one. 

The initial O (2.2 cm in diam.) contains a very neat 
compass play of four half circles placed back to back 
to form an X design. 

Fol. 195r: Strip and initial for Homily 28 (2.2 x 8.0 
cm). The strip has the familiar grid of diamonds. 

The initial O (2.4 cm in diam.) has the same design 
as that on fol. l 90r. 

Fol. 200v: Strip and initial for Homily 29 (2.2 X 9.4 
cm). The strip contains a row of four knot designs in
side a frame of small circles as on fol. 181 v (Fig. 121 ). 
Triangles project into the center from the inner edges 
of the frame. A pair of acanthus leaves is attached to 
each end of the strip instead of the usual lilies. 

The knob bed initial I (5 .4 cm) narrows toward the 
top and tilts to the right. A lily hangs from its base. 

Fol. 203v: Strip for Homily 30 (1.9 x 8.1 cm). A row 
of four circles, each containing a lily-tipped cross, and 
pairs of lilies between the circles. 

Fol. 204r: Initial for Homily 30. The initial IT (3.1 cm) 
has knobbed upright bars. 

Fol. 210r: Strip and initial for Homily 31 (2.5 X 8.2 
cm). The strip has the familiar grid of diamond shapes. 

The initial K (5.0 cm) has rings around its vertical 
post and the usual gemmed sections on the lower 
diagonal bar. The vertical post is topped by a small 
cross. 

Fol. 215r: Strip for Homily 32 (1.7 X 9.9 cm max.). 
The strip repeats the strapwork of fol. 34v. 

Fol. 215v: The initial T for Homily 32 (4.9 cm) has a 
Pingle curving line mounting its vertical bar; this is 
flanked by thicker sets of wavy lines. 

Fol. 224r: Strip and initial for Homily 33 (1.9 x 8.5 
cm). The strip is a row of four circles, each contain
ing a lily-tipped cross. 

The initial E (2.3 cm in diam.) has a long-fingered 
blessing hand emerging from the very rounded com
pass-drawn letter. The garment on the wrist and arm 
is jeweled, and there is a hoop around the wrist. 

Fol. 232r: Strip and initial for Homily 34 (2.0 x 8.4 
cm). The strip is the usual grid of diamonds framed 
by rows of circles. 

The initial E (3.0 cm in diam.), again compass 

drawn, has a hand reaching up to bless from the 
lower inner edge of the letter. The wrist is ringed, the 
clothing abstractly patterned. 

Fol. 237v: Strip and initial for Homily 35 ( 1. 7 x 8.0 
cm). The strip of diamonds has a lily-tipped cross 
above it. 

The initial IT (2.2 cm) is very modest and com
posed of rows of circles. 

Fol. 243v: Strip and initial for Homily 36 (max. 3.2 X 

11.5 cm). There are four circles, each with a lily
tipped cross, and larger lilies in the interstices. 

The initial E (2.9 cm) is compass drawn and has a 
key like shape as its central bar; its two parts are con
nected by a ring. 

Fol. 248v: Strip and initial for Homily 37 (2.2 X 7.2 
[max. 4.2 X 11.8] cm). The strip has three circles, 
each with a lily-tipped cross, and little half circles 
hugging the inner rim of each circle. Between the 
circles arc large lilies. 

The unusually tall initial T (9.2 cm) is knobbed, 
and the knobs have spiky projections; it is topped by 
a lily. 

Fol. 256r: Strip and initial for Homily 38 ( 1.8 X 7.8 
[max. 3.4 X 11.9] cm). The strip is in two parts. On 
the bottom of the left column of text is the usual row 
of four circles. The central two contain the lily-tipped 
crosses, the outer two the half circles found earlier 
on fol. 190r. Two large lilies sprout from between the 
two central circles, and cross designs between the 
others. On the top of the right column there are three 
linked arches filled with guilloche, gems, or diamond 
designs; under them, the usual repertory of lily
tipped and knotted crosses. Little acanthus leaves 
sprout from the "capitals" of the arches. 

The initial O (2.2 cm in diam.) contains a lily
tipped cross. 

Fol. 260v: Strip and initial for Homily 39 ( 1.5 X 8.3 
[max. 2.9 x 12.3] cm). The grid of diamonds is sur
mounted by three shallow arches, each with a large 
lily in its spandrels. Each arch is topped by a tiny 
cross and contains a lily-tipped cross. 

Initial O (2.1 cm in diam.), as fol. 256r. 

Fol. 264v (Fig. 122): Strip and initial for Homily 40 
(4.5 x 12.9 cm max.). The strip has three circles. The 
outer two contain lily-tipped crosses, the center the 
figure of a bishop, labeled St. John Chrysostom in a 
later hand in greenish black ink. Between the circles 
are large lilies. 
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The initial TI (4.8 cm) has knobbed uprights, with 
spiky edges to the knobs. 

Fol. 269v: Strip and initial for Homily 41 (2.6 X 8.1 
[max. 3.7 x 12.2] cm). The strip consists of three cir
cles, the center one containing a lily-tipped cross, the 
outer ones tall lilies bearing small clusters of grapes 
(?) on thin stems. 

The initial K (7.5 cm) has a knobbed upright post; 
the knobs are dotted. The diagonal bars of the letter 
are separated from the upright, and the lower one is 
sectioned, gemmed, and ends in a lily. 

Fol. 274r (Fig. 123): Strip and initial for Homily 42 
(2.5 X 7.9 cm). There are three circles, the central 
one containing the bust of a bishop, labeled "the 
apostle Matthew" in a late hand. Over this circle is 
a small cross. The other circles contain spiky lily
tipped crosses, that on the right accompanied by the 
apotropaic letters IC XC NH KA. 

The initial TI (2.4 cm) is modest, with gemmed sec
tions in the center of the post, framed by rows of 
circles. 

Fol. 278v: Strip and initial for Homily 43 (max. 2.6 X 

11.6 cm). Above a grid of diamonds are four shallow 
arches. The first contains a haloed bearded head, the 
third a haloed bearded bust. The other two have two 
varieties of crosses. There are large lilies between the 
circles. 

The initial A (2.0 cm) has a gemmed diagonal bar. 

Fol. 285r: Strip for Homily 44 (max. 4.0 X 12.0 cm). 
There are three circles. The outer ones each contain 
the bust of a haloed bishop with a pointed beard. The 
central one has a lily-tipped cross flanked by the let
ters IC XC NH KA in the unusual order IC NH XC KA. 

Fol. 285v: The initial O for Homily 44 (3.1 cm in 
diam.) contains a lily-tipped cross flanked by the let
ters IC XC NH KA. The circle is framed by a ropelike 
design. 

Fol. 292v: Strip and initial for Homily 45 ( 1.6 X 8.5 
cm). The strip has two registers, the upper with a lei
surely guilloche, the lower with a tighter, more com
pressed version of the same. Both have little spurs at 
each twist of the design. A row of circles frames the 
strip. There are five small lilies on top of the strip. 

The initial A (2.8 cm) has no framing elements; 
there are lilies at its extremities. 

Fol. 295r (Fig. 124): Strip at the end of the text (3.0 X 

9.3 cm) and the portrait of a saint. There is a row of 
three circles below the left column of text. Each con
tains a rather spiky lily-tipped cross, and there are 

large lilies between the circles. At the top of the right 
column is a triple circle (5.2 cm in diam.) containing 
the bust of a male saint, probably a bishop. He has a 
low forehead and squarish brown beard; his ears are 
very high up on his head. 

Fol. 296r: Strip for Chrysostom's encomium on 
Saints Peter and Paul (2.2 X 8.1 cm). The strip has a 
pattern of wandering tendrils reserved against a faded 
brown ground. The brown wash seems to be the 
same ink as that used for the text. 

Fol. 298v: Strip for Theodore Magistros's encomium 
on Saints Peter and Paul (1.5 x 8.0 cm). Rolling ivy 
(?) stems and leaves are reserved against a dark brown 
ground. 

Fol. 299r: Marginal design (max. preserved 1.2 X 9.0 
cm). A strip of ornament once decorated the upper 
margin, but it has been cropped. It had leaf designs 
reserved against a black ground. 

Fol. 310r: Strip for the text on the veneration of the 
chains of St. Peter ( 1.3 X 8.5 cm). A rolling design of 
bulbous leaves is reserved against a dark brown 
ground. 

BINDING 

Western-style binding of the 19th or early 20th cen
tury. Brown calfskin over pasteboard, sewn on six 
cords. The front pastedown is a leaf from a lection
ary, France or Germany, 12th century. The text in
cludes the rubric "Lectio ysaie prophete. Hee <licit 
dominus deus. Clama ne cesses quasi tuba exalta" 
(Isaiah 58: 1 ). The back pastedown is a portion of a 
leaf (2 cols., 28 lines) from Gregory the Great, Homi
liae in Evangelia libri duo ( 1:20), France, ca. 1200. The 
sewing guard on fol. 304r and facing fol. 303v is a frag
ment of a document, Italian, 9th-10th centuries(?). 

PROVENANCE 

The early provenance of this manuscript is un
known. Garrett MS. 14 is a composite manuscript 
whose oldest part (Part II) is of unknown origin. It 
reached the Kosinitza monastery (Eikosiphoinisses 
monastery in Kormista, Prefecture of Serres, near 
Drama) before the middle of the 16th century, where 
it was restored and bound together with Parts I and 
111. Garrett MS. 14 has been identified as Kosinitza 
library MS. 32, which was seen and described there 
by Papadopoulos-Kerameus (below) in 1885. In 1917 
it was removed from the monastery, along with other 
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important manuscripts, by the Bulgarian authorities 
and transferred to Sofia (see preface). Garrett MS. 14 
is the only manuscript of the library that is precisely 
described in the report of the Greek governor of 
Drama sent to the Greek and foreign authorities after 
this event (see Papazoglou, XELpoypaljJa, below). In 
1920-21 it was listed in the catalogue of the German 
antiquarian bookseller Joseph Baer, Frankfurt am 
Main, from whom it was acquired by the New York 
antiquarian bookseller Wilfred M. Voynich, for Rob
ert Garrett on 3 January 1924. Voynich sent invoices 
to Garrett on 3 January and 24 October 1924. Gift of 
Robert Garrett ( 18 75-1961 ), Princeton University 
Class of 1897, to the Princeton University Library in 
1942. 
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Wilkinson & Hodge, Catalogue of Valuable eJ Rare 
Books and Illuminated and Other Manuscripts. 
Which Will Be Sold by Auction ... on Friday, 11th 
Day of December, 1903, and Three Following Days 
(London, 1903 ). Gift of Robert Garrett ( 18 75-1961), 
Princeton University Class of 1897, to the Princeton 
University Library in 1942. His bookplate is on the 
inside front cover. 
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Repertoire, p. 680. 

GARRETT MS. 16 

John Klimax, Heavenly Ladder 

A.D. 1081 

Figures 126-170 

CONTENTS 

1. Fols. Ir (Figs. 126-127)-2r: 'EmcrmATJ mu cippa 
1.0lClVVOU mu T]youµEVOU pa"ieou 7tp0<; 1:0V OCTlOV lOlClV
VTJV -rov EniKATJV crxo1cacrnK6v:- Toi un:Ep<j>uEcr-rci-rro 
Kat icrayyEAOJ nmpt nmEprov Kat 8u'iac,Kci1cro 1:w unEp
\iav O aµap-rroMi; l.OlClYYTJ<; -rfji; pai:80-G TJYOUµEvoi;, EV 
KUpiro xaipEtv:- llVOJCTKOVTE<; T]µEi<; oi E"\JTEAEt<; 1:l]V 
Ev Kupiro Eu8tciKptt6v crou. John of Raithou, [Letter to 
fohn Scholastikos (Tohn Klimax)]. PG 88:624A-625B 
(BHG 883dl; CPG 7850). In the margin of fol. lr is a 
variant reading: yp. Kat ci8tciKpuov, then a note: T] yap 
unaKOT] OU 8taKptVEl, El<; 81': 1:0UTO 71:0lEl, oux unaKOT]. 

2. Fols. 2r-3v: 'IrocivvTJi;· irocivvTJ · xa ipEtv:- (in the 
margin: civ-riypa<j>ov). AnE8E~ciµTJV roi; npEnoucrav -rw 
crEµvoi crou Kai cina8Ei: Piro Kai -rfj Ka8apa Kat -rE-ra-
7tEtvroµEVTJ crou rnp8ia. John Scholastikos (John Kli

max) [Letter to fohn of Raithou]. PG 88:625B-628 
(BHG 883dlI; CPG 7850). 

3. Fol. 3v: K\iµa~ 8Eiai; civ68ou. Toii; EV tfj PiP\ro -rfji; 
srorji; EV oupavoii; cinoypaq>rjvm. John Klimax, [Pro
logue to the Heavenly Ladder]. PG 88:628c-o (CPG 
7851). 

4. Fol. 4r (Fig. 129)-4v: List of homily titles arranged 
in a column alongside the rungs of the Heavenly Lad
der, beginning with Homily 30: \'. nEpt ciycinTJ<; EV ~ 

Kat nEpt EA1ti.8oi; Kat nicrtEOJ<; Kai \aµnp6tTJtoi; Kat 
8Eo\oyiai; nocroii;. On the verso is a short text, as 
given in PG 88:629A-o: 'EcrK6nTJcrEv ov-rroi; cipicrtroi; 
µci\a, with some glosses in brown ink. 

5. Fols. 4v-8v: Llavtl]A "ta7tElVOU µovaxou pai:8TJVOU' 
Eii; -rov piov -rou cippa irocivvou tau T]youµi:'vou tau 
crtva opoui;, 1:01) E7tlKATJV crxo\acrttKOU, 1:0U EV ciyioti; 
roi; ClATJ8oii;. T6 µi:v ti<; Tl EVqKaµEVTJ 1:0V yEvvci8a Kat 
EK8p£\j/acra· npo -rfji; ci8ATJtlKrj<; autou. Daniel of Rai
thou, Life of St. John Scholastikos {John Klimax). PG 
88:596A-608A (BHG 882). 

There are variant readings, glosses, and scholia in 
the margins, some of which correspond to annota
tions in the edition in PG 88: fol. 4v: a'. 8tanpucrtoi;, 
6 Aaµnp6-ra-roi; KT]pU~ Kat 818cicrKa1coi; nau\oi; EµnE-
8oi: · rjyouv PEPmoi Kat 818cicrKEt; fol. Sr (PG 88: 
597 e): y'. nro\oociµvTJ -rw ev n:Ei.pa 8aµcisovn -roui; 

ovoui;· ~youv toui; vfoui;; fol. Sv: 8 1• -rfji; q>U<nKrji; i-
816tTJTO<;' to-G autE~oucriou 8TJAov6n · unE~oucriav yap 
eamov notl]crai; TT]V qiucrtKT]v 8tl]Ua~Ev i.8161:TJ-ra. Last 
scholion, fol. 7v: tou q>tAocrcipKou, 111:01 tou 8aiµovoi; 
tfji; nopvEiai;. 

6. Fol. 8v: LlaVll]A µovaxou 1:0\l ta7tElVOU pai:8TJVOU' 
Eii; -rov Piov tau Kupiou i.rocivvou -rou EniKATJV crxo\a
crnKou. ITE7tEipaµm KUpouv EV ppaxi:'crt 71:AEicr-ra. 
Daniel of Raithou, seven Byzantine twelve-syllable 
verses on the life of St. John Scholastikos (John Kli-
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max). BHG 8826. Vassis, p. 611; cf. Florence, Biblio
teca Laurenziana, MS. Plut. VII.23, fol. 3. 

7. Fols. 9r-194r: Tou appa iwcivVO\) iiyouµivou 1:0U 
cnva opoui:;· 11.oyoi:; (lCTKTJHKOi:; 71:Epl 1:iii:; mu µarniou 
piou anornyiii:;" OV Kat 07tECT1:El/\.£ 1:(() appa iwriYVTJ 
iiyouµ!c'vw 1:iii:; pai:Sou, npoi:panci.i:; nap· mhou cruv-
1:cism. Tou aya8ou Kat 1J7t£paya8ou Kat navayci8ou 
iiµciiv 8£0u. John Klimax, Heavenly Ladder. PG 
88:632-l 161A (CPG 7852). The scribe wrote some 
corrections, variant readings, and additions in the 
margins. In the left margin of fol. 193v is a short 
scholion on Homily 30 (which appears at the end of 
Homily 29 in PG 88:1152cl-5). 

In the margins of fols. 87r, 93v, and 125r are four 
different twelve-syllable verse epigrams. On fol. 87r 
there is a two-line poem: <j>uywv 1:0 1:cix(oi:;), (Kai.) 
Opaµ( OlY) npoi:; 1:TjY 71:0A.tv: / TjµEti:; yap ECTµEV ,:fie; EpTj
µou O£cr1t61:(m), preceded by a single line of verse (14 
syllables): eynpm avaxffiPEl KaKOYTJPE 1:(ciiv) (00£. On 
the same folio is a second poem, having six lines of 
verse: X(ptcri:o )c; novripl':, Kmapa11.£i crou 8611.ouc; / nc; 
pu8ov £ti; 1:ciprnpov nc; UOTJY 1:cixoi:; / pa/\.(t)V CT£ K\JOV 
1J7tEpTj<j>aV£ OpaKOV/anocr,:a cra,:ay ,:oui:; CTK01:0Uc; 0 
npocri:cii:TJc; / iiµciiv PorJSoi:;, x(ptcri:o)c; fonv tv8a8£ 
/ 1:ac; crai:; 71:0VTJPE µTJxavoupyi.ai:; A\JWY. On fol. 93v is a 
poem of eight lines: CT1:tX(Ot). 'Qi; C1Ka8ap1:(oc;) aui:(oc;) 
COY ncivrni:; 011.(oc;); ends <j>SopEU 71:0VTJPE, µrJxavoppa<j>E 
8pciKov. On fol. 125r, there is a poem of fourteen lines: 
cr,{x(ot). 'Emcri:pac;n\rn 1:ciiv Mywv p11.acr<j>TJµia; ends 
ate; C17t00ffiCTElc; EVOlKWc; 1:ai:; £U8uvac; (cf. Martin, Heav
enly Ladder, p. 37). 

On fol. l 94r, at the end of Homily 30, is another 
epigram with six twelve-syllable verses: ciHotc; µiv 
ECTn 8ciipov O xpucroi:; µ!c'ya; ends 71:/\.0umc; 1:£ Kai. Kau
XTJµa Kat 8ciov Kpcimc;, followed by two more lines of 
verse: cri:aupoc; µovaxoic;, Kma 8mµ6vwv 86pu cri:au
poc; si<j>oi:; 71:E<j>UKE Kma 8mµ6vwv (see M. D. Lauxter
mann, "The Byzantine Epigram in the Ninth and 
Tenth Centuries: A Generic Study of Epigrams and 
Some Other Forms of Poetry" [Ph.D. diss., Universi
teit van Amsterdam, 1994], p. 40 note 76; Vassis, p. 
686). 

8. Fols. 9r-l 94r: Scholia and brief glosses in the mar
gins. 

HOMILY 1 (fols. 9r-15v): First scholion, fol. 9v: 
CTKU8pronriv 1:UU1:TJY AEYEl, Ota ,:a A.tl7tTJpa (PG 88: 
645A ); last scholia, fol. l 5r: a'. 8pciµroµEv: 8p6µoc; 
a1tpOCTK01toc; fon, to tTj\l l;fotv ,:fie; apxiic; tOU µovr\
poui:; Piou 11 E7tt1:£lVElV, 11 Kav, µexpt 1:EAOUS <j>UAClttEtV, 
w. µriodi:; vfoc; 1J1tapxrov: ,:aurn nvl':c; an11.ciic; ava
yvovtEc;, ci8taKpi.troi:; Pi.a foui:ouc; EKOO\ltEi:; Ota7tE<j>ovr\
KaCTt\l ... nowuµevotc; (PG 88:652c, sch. 27). 

HOMILY 2 (fols. 15v-18v): First scholion, fol. 15v: 
PG 88:657D, sch. l; last scholia, fol. 18v: E'. nacrrii:; 

1:pu<j>fic;: 1:pu<j>fic; 11.eyn 8ta 1:riv <j>t11.au1:iav Kai. <j>t11.ou11.iav 
Kai. yacri:ptµapyiav, Kat xaptv 1:ciiv EK rnui:ric; npocryt
voµevwv na8ciiv ... , c;'. 6 11.tµr\v· ijyouv mic; µl':v vr\
<j>oucrt Kai. crnouocil;oucrt (l7t01:E/\.£l\l tai:; EvtoAac; mu 
8£0u ... ai'.noc;. 

HoMILY 3 (fols. 18v-23r): First scholion, fol. 18v: a'. 
SEVttEiav 11.eyn µ1:.1:£11.Bciv ... crKonov; last scholion, 
fol. 23r: \j/TJAa<j>a: mutecrn µtKpciic; nciic; \J7tOCT7t£tpa8ai. 
crot cipx1:.1:m (cf. Vatican Library, MS. Vat. gr. 2230, 
fol. 22 v: Lilla, p. 316). 

HOMILY 4 (fols. 23v-52r): First scholion, fol. 23v: 
PG 88:728o-729A, sch. l; last scholion, fol. 51v: y', 
PG 88:76lo-764A, sch. 100, with additions at the end. 

HOMILY 5 (fols. 52r-63v): First scholion, fol. 52v: 8', 
PG 88:784A: ijmt aµEptµvoi:; µl':v wi:; µTJOEvoc; ... <j>pov
ti.l;rov; last scholia, fol. 63r: PG 88:792D-793A, sch. 30 
[partial]: Ota to µTJ ... EA.auvoucrt: cruvtoµoi:; npoi:; CTW
tTJpiav 68oi:; ii rnnE.ivrocrti:; (cf. Vatican Library, MS. 
Vat. gr. 2230, fol. 56v: Lilla, p. 316); t'. 793A, sch. 31. 

HOMILY 6 (fols. 63v-66v): First scholion, fol. 63v: 
PG 88:800A, sch. l; last scholion, fol. 66r: PG 88: 
801A, sch. 6; fol. 66v: PG 88:801B-c, sch. 7. 

HOMILY 7 (fols. 66v-76r): First scholion, fol. 67r: 
mutOJV noHoi. a7tatTJ8EV1:Ei:;, a8cciii:; taic; aµap,:avoucrt 
tai:; cruµnci8nac; xapil;ovtm ... napa 8£0u xapttoc;; 
last scholia, fol. 75v: a'. ElCTtV UA.m: 6 olvoc; £i aµe
tproc; ATJ<j>8fi, w. Kat ElCTt\l £1:Epm: o{µm 1:TjY apXT]Y Kat 
tTj\l unl':p µ1::1:pov ... 7tE7tOJKEV, y'. 1:ffi\l 1:a1tf.lV(J)CT£0)(; 
u11.ac;: mi. yap 1:0 ,:a f.\)1:€.All ... yeyovEV, PG 88:828A
B, sch. 25. 

HOMILY 8 (fols. 76r-8lr): First scholion, fol. 76v: 
PG 88:836D, sch. 3 (cf. Vatican Library, MS. Vat. gr. 
2230, fol. 67v: Lilla, p. 317); last scholia, fol. 79v: 
fonv ouv b ,:fi c\pyfi Kata nci8oi:; 6pyil;rn8m ... 
µnaµEAEta; fol. 80r: PG 840c-D, sch. 13; fol. 8lr: c;'. 

\'.awe; OU 71:EptKEtrnt. OUK EXEl ClAATJV 01111.ov apE.1:f\Y ... 
AOt1ta 7tU8TJ. 

HOMILY 9 (fols. 8lr-82v): First scholion, fol. 8lr: 
PG 88:844B-C, sch. l; last scholia: PG 88:845A, sch. 5, 
fol. 82r: 71:0lOUVrnc; yap <\>TJCTl napapcicrnc;, eµicrricra Kat 
ocra mtaurn, ewe; yap OUK a<j>iEµEv ... ; fol. 82v: oi 
yap OOKOU\11:Ec; µl':v npfon ... ayrovtl;oµEvouc; OE. 

HOMILY 10 (fols. 82v-85r): First scholion, fol. 83r: 
a', PG 88:849A, sch. l; last scholion, fol. 83v: E'. api
amoc;, ijyouv au1:£soucrt0i:; £KOV1:£c; yap ... 1J7tOKAl
voµ£8a. 

HoMILY 11 (fols. 85r-86r): First scholion, fol. 85r: 
PG 88:853B, sch. 1, y'. tsepxErnt: a11.TJ8ciic; yap Ei. µii 6 
voui; ... EPXEtm, 81• EUtpa7tEAi.a ECTtl YEAOlt07t0tO<; ... 
KpTJµvi/;1:.1:m; last scholion, fol. 85v: PG 88:853c-D, 
sch. 4; fol. 86r: OEEtat yap 1:0 µi:v <j>payµou. 

HOMILY 12 (fols. 86r-87r): Fol. 86v: PG 88:857 A, 
sch. l; fol. 87r: PG 88:857c-D. 

HOMILY 13 (fols. 87r-89r): Fol. 87v: PG 88:861B, 
sch. l; 861c, sch. 2; fol. 89r: nicrtti; npoi; 8Eov bapyric; 
... C17t01:lKtOUCTlV. 
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HOMILY 14 (fols. 89r-93v): First scholion, fol. 89r: 
KapDKEia tcrnv tvri86vwv ... aicr8tjcrEOJ<; (cf. Vatican 
Library, MS. Vat. gr. 2230, fol. 78r: Lilla, p. 317); last 
scholia, fol. 93r: a'. tµou 8i: arr1..ricr1:ia<;: Ka8u1tEp~a-
1:ov, avayvw8t 1:0U1:0" rjyouv £µOu 8£ ai-i:ia ... \J1t08E
CTl<;, PG 88:880A, sch. 26. 

HOMILY 15 (fols. 94r-107v): First scholion, fol. 94r: 
PG 88:904c, sch. l; last scholia, fol. 106v: PG 88: 
924A, sch. 51; fol. 107v: 8'. 1:T]V EµT]V, cr11v: Tl yap Eµ]l 
Q)TjCTl acr8£VEla ... 1:fi<; QJUCTEOl<;. 

HOMILY 16 (fols.107v-108v): First scholion, fol. 
108r: PG 88:9250, sch. 3. 

HOMILY 1 7 (fols. 108v-l 10r): No scholia. 
HOMILY 18 (fols. l 10r-l 12r): Fol. l lOr: PG 88:936A, 

sch. 1, W; 936A, sch. 2, y'; 936A, sch. 3; fol. 11 lr: PG 
88:936c. 

HOMILY 19 (fols. l 12r-l 13r): Fol. l 13r: PG 88:940B, 
sch. 4). 

HOMILY 20 (fols. l 13v-l 15v): Fol. 113v: PG 88: 
944A, sch. 2; fol. l 14r: PG 88:944c, sch. 5; fol. l 15r: 
8'. ECTH µi:v Kat 1:0D<; U1tVOD<;: 1:0 -i:a 8Eta Kma 1:0D<; 
urrvou<; ... -i:a1tEtvou ¢povtjµmo<;: PG 88:945A, sch. 10. 

HOMILY 21 (fols. l 15v-l 16v): Fol. l 16r: PG 88: 
948c, sch. 5; fol. 116v: PG 88:9480, sch. 7. 

HOMILY 22 (fols. l 16v-121 v): First scholion, fol. 
l l 7r: Ei8T) yap Kat -,:au-i:a KEV08osia<;; last scholia, fol. 
12lr: PG 88:965A, sch. 27; fol. 121 v: EK 8Eia<; yap 
1tpoµri8Eia<; 1tpo ai-i:]lcrEOJ<; ... Aoytcrµou<;. 

HOMILY 23 (fols. 121 v-127v): First scholion, fol. 
121 v: PG 88:972B, sch. l; last scholia, fol. 125v: o µi:v 
CTKOlAT\S 1tapu1tocr1:a<; EK 1:01) SUA01J ... 1:0 aivtyµa 
µovov; fol. 127r: PG 88:980B-C. 

HoMILY 24 (fols. 127v-130v): First scholion, fol. 
128v: XAE1Jacr1:11<; KOAas; fol. 129r: PG 88:985B, sch. 5; 
last scholia, fol. 130v: PG 88:988A; PG 88:9850; PG 
88:988A, sch. 12. 

HOMILY 25 (fols. 130v-140r): First scholion, fol. 
130v: PG 88:1004B, sch. l; last scholia, fol. 139r: ri'. 
T] µaKapta 1:a1tEtVOlCTl<;: OJ<; 1tEplOUCTlOV OV1:a 1:fi 1:a1tEl
VOJCTEl ... EKaAEcrEV; fol. 139v: T] u1tEpTj<jlavia 8fi1..ov; 
a¢opµai <j)TjCTl 1tpO<; 1:a1tElVOlCTlV, anriµocruvri ... -i:a 
cruµ~oAa. 

HOMILY 26 (fols. 140r-154r [Fig. 158]): First scho
lion, fol. 140v: -i:riv -i:fi<; yacr-i:ptµapy[a<; -i:riv -i:fi<; <jlt
Aapyupia<; ... apµa-i:a; fol. 14lr: PG 88:1037B, sch. 5; 
last scholia, fol. 153v: PG 88: 1056B, sch. 80, 8'. ai 
µri-i:EpE<;: µri-i:lpa<; 8i: -i:a<; YEVLKa<; apEHi<; ... £µ1tOLEl, 
E'. 8ElMv Ei<; 1tOAEµov: 8EtMv 8i: MyEt, -i:ov 1:11v \/fDXTlV 
au-i:ou ... tvav-i:im. 

Scholia to 1tEpl. 8taKpicrEw<; (fols. 154r-165r): First 
scholion, fol. l 54r (Fig. 158 ): 1tAaVT\V ljlDXii<; 1:T]V a1t6-
yvwcrtv, PG 88:1076B, sch. l; last scholia, fol. 164v: 
PG 88:1084A-B, sch. 27; fol. 165r: PG 88:1084B, sch. 
28. 

AvaKE¢a1..aiwcr1<; (fols. 165r-169v): Fol. 165r: ciyarrri 
8EOD SEVt-i:Eia<; U1to8Ecrt<;; fol. 165v: rj-i:ot µlcrwv av-

8pw1tOJV; 1:01!1:£0"1:lV Ep1tE1:WV; EV tcr-i:iv· iiyouv Tl 1:a1tEi
VOlCTl<;; fol. 166r: cr-i:EVTJ 680<; Kai. 1E8Atµµtvri 11 -i:ciiv 
i.8iwv 8driµci-i:wv ... ~acrtAtK]l fonv 086<;; fol. 167r: 
cii<; ouK Ecrnv xwpic; 01t1..wv ... K1:11cracr8m. 

HOMILY 27 (fols. 169v-180v): First scholion, fol. 
169v: PG 88:llOlc, sch. l; last scholion, fol. 180r: PG 
88:1128o-1129A, sch. 43. 

HOMILY 28 (fols. 180v-187v): First scholion, fol. 
182r: PG 88:11400, sch. l; last scholion, fol. 187v: 
PG 88:11450, sch. 26. 

HOMILY 29 (fols. 187v-190v): Fol. 188r: PG 88: 
11520; fol. 189r: PG:l 153c, sch. 5; last scholion, fol. 
190r: y'. crxo1..acr(J}µEV: Cl1t0 -i:ciiv ~LOJHKWV QJT\<Jl £1tl1:Tj-
8Euµci-i:wv ... 1:WV aya8ciiv. 

HOMILY 30 (fols. 190v-193v): Fol. 190v: 1:fi<; aya1tTj<; 
mi-i:o<; 6 8rn1t61:ri<; ... 8E8tKUlOl1:at; fol. 19 lr: PG 88: 
1161B, sch. 2; PG 88:116lc, sch. 5; fol. 191v: PG 88: 
11610, sch. 6; PG 88:11610, sch. 6; fol. 192r: 111:011:iiv 
1tpocr1JAOV £1tt8uµiav; fol. 192v: PG 88:11610, sch. 7; 
fol. 193v: PG 88:1164B, sch. 10. 

The scholia belong to four distinct groups, written at 
different times. The first group is written in the same 
ink as the text and has as reference marks either 
Greek letters or the word aAAO; most of these scholia 
are identical with those published in the Patrologia 
Graeca, where they are also indicated with Greek let
ters. The second group consists of scholia and glosses 
written by the same hand, in the same ink, with sev
eral different reference marks. Similar reference 
marks are used in the third group of scholia, which 
are often brief and are written in red ink in a cursive 
style with many abbreviations. These scholia were 
probably written by the scribe who added textual cor
rections at the end of some scholia of the first group. 
Writing in brown ink, this scribe also wrote the few 
scholia of the fourth group and occasional glosses. 

9. Fols. l 94v-208r: Ilpo<; 1:0V 1tOtµEva· 1tapa l(J}ClVV01J' 
ypciljlav-i:o<; 1tpo<; -i:ov -i:fi<; pai:80-u. Tohn Klimax, Liber 
ad pastorem. PG 88: 1165A-1208A. First scholion, fol. 
194v: PG 88:l 168B-c, sch. l; PG 88:l 168c, sch. 3; 
last scholia, fol. 206v: PG 88: 1208c, sch. 5, rj-i:01 -i:ciiv 
i8iwv rra8cov; fol. 207r: -i:fi<; tm8uµia<;. 

10. Fol. 208v: Et1tEv ylpwv· EV rrav-i:i. Epy(J} Ji µ£AA.Et<; 
1tOlElV, 1tClV1:01:E AEYE" £UV £1tLCTKEljlT\1:al µE O 8EO<; VDV; 
ends 1:0D1:0 Kai £1ti -i:fi<; -i:ciiv 8tKat(J}V Msri<; VOEtV ElK0-
1:0l<;. Brief unidentified monastic texts. 

MATERIAL AND LAYOUT 

Parchment, 1+208+1' folios; 27.1 x 20.0 cm (17.5/ 
18.0 x 13.0/13.5 cm); 25 long lines per page. Hard
point ruling, with patterns similar to Leroy and 
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Sautel 44Dlq (fols. 33r-208v) and 43Dld (fols. lr-
32v); prick-marks visible in the outer margins about 
0.5 cm from the edge of the parchment. The parch
ment is of very good quality, with only a few holes in 
the margins (fols. 45, 50, 133, 147, 176, 202). At the 
front of the manuscript is a later parchment flyleaf; 
at the end is a flyleaf of medieval parchment, proba
bly added when the manuscript was rebound around 
the end of the 15th or the beginning of the 16th cen
tury (see PROVENANCE). Foliation in brown ink (19th 
cent.?) in the upper right corner of each recto. 

COLLATION 

1-268 . Quire marks in minuscule written by the 
scribe in red ink in the upper right corner of first rec
tos from fol. 9r (P) to fol. 20lr (K<;"). A later hand 
(probably 14th cent.) noted in the lower margin of fol. 
208v the number of quires and folios: ,:a i:ou nap6v
i:oi; PtPAiou i:npciow K<;" 1

• ,:a qruHa en( 

SCRIPT 

Garrett MS. 16 was written in 1081 by the scribe 
Joseph in small minuscule script in carmine ink. His 
name appears in the second scribal verse at the end of 
the text and after his colophon (fol. 208r [Fig. 169]): 
,:(ii CTUV'tEAE(Hij i:ciiv 1mAciiv, 8Ecii xap1i; and n6vo1i; i.ro
cr11<1> xap1v, ffi CTCO'tEp OtOOU, along with a doxology 
(L'lo~a 't(O nai:pt Kat ,:(ii UlCO Kat ,:CD ayiro nvEuµan nav
'tO'tE vuv KOL ad KOL Ei.i; i:oui; ai.ciivai; ,:ciiv ai.rovrov 
ciµ11v) written in cruciform. After this the scribe 
added a four-line note; his name and location were in 
the third line but were erased: E'tEAEtro8(TJ) ri pip1.oi; 
aui:TJ, µTJ(vi) crrni:(Eµp)piro i.vo(1Knciivoi;) / E i'c'i:oui; st<;>· 
ypa<j>E'icra OLCl / [l line]/ 'tT]V ,:oiv tvi:unav6vi:rov / ro<j>E
AEL[av] /. George Galavaris (in Princeton 1973, p. 99) 
ignored the erased second line and thus incorrectly 
translated the remaining lines of the note to say that 
the codex "was written for the edification of those 
who read it." Titles and the closing phrases (admoni
tions) of each chapter are in gold alexandrinischer 
Auszeichnungsmaiuskel; text initials gold, many in 
minuscule and many in the body of the text. The 
main initials are either illuminated (see DECORA

TION) or simple gold majuscules filled with blue. 
Although fol. 208v (in brown ink) and the third 

and fourth group of scholia and glosses were written 
in a cursive style with many abbreviations, they 
were probably written by the same scribe at a differ
ent time. Some textual corrections are in the same 
ink as the scholia of the third group. Some sketches 
and pen-trials by other hands on the back flyleaf. A 
later hand ( 14th-15th cent.) wrote the word cri:cicr1i; 

in the margins of some folios between fols. 12r and 
121 v (e.g., fols. 66v and 89r: Figs. 136, 143); the word 
is in red ink within a double circle in black ink. This 
indicates that the manuscript was used for the read
ings in a monastery. 

DECORATION 

Garrett MS. 16 is one of the earliest and most richly 
illuminated of all extant illustrated copies of the 
Heavenly Ladder. It is written entirely in a rusty 
carmine ink, which is quite uncommon among By
zantine manuscripts. The illustrations comprise 
thirty-three out of the original thirty-nine marginal 
miniatures (six were cut out before Garrett acquired 
the manuscript), plus two large images of the ladder 
itself, one toward the beginning and the other at the 
end of the manuscript. 

The miniatures, mostly small-scale unframed mar
ginal illustrations, concentrate on depicting the 
stresses and joys of monastic life, and contain virtu
ally no reference to other traditional themes of By
zantine manuscript illumination: biblical (typologi
cal), allegorical, liturgical, or political. The result is 
an iconography that is fresh and original and in many 
cases without parallel. It relies heavily on pose, ges
ture, and costume to commur.ticate its message. In 
the rare cases where parallels do exist for elements of 
the iconography (such as the angel wrenching the 
soul from the body), these are found primarily in 
other monastic creations (e.g., the contemporary 
Theodore Psalter, London, British Library, MS. Addi
tional 19352, fol. 137r: Der Nersessian, Psautiers, fig. 
120; and the 12th-century psalter, Mount Athas, 
Dionysiou MS. 65, fol. 11 v: Pelekanides, Treasures, 
vol. 1, fig. 121 ). 

The miniatures use a minimum of architecture 
and landscape, often dispensing with both entirely, 
and a restricted number of figures. There is virtually 
no ornament. The illustrations interpret some aspect 
of the content of the chapter, rejecting too abstract 
an interpretation or too literal an illustration of a par
ticular section of text, such as the title, as is often 
the case in volumes of collected homilies. Many of 
the poems found in the margins (seep. 113 above) are 
addressed to the devil directly. The miniatures do not 
have a fixed spot on the page: though most are placed 
in the vicinity of the title of the appropriate homily, 
they were clearly added after the text, and probably 
the initials too, had been completed. They were first 
drawn in carmine ink, the same ink used for the text, 
which suggests a close collaboration between scribe 
and artist, or even that the underdrawing was exe
cuted by the scribe himself (on the scribe as artist, 
see K. Corrigan, "Constantine's Problems: The Mak-
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ing of the Heavenly Ladder of John Climacus, Vat. 
Gr. 394," Word etJ Image 12 [1996], pp. 61-93). 

Fol. Ir (Figs. 126-127): Strip (2.2 X 12.5 cm). The 
strip contains five blue roundels connected by stiff 
green stems on the diagonal. The two outer roundels 
contain partridges facing inward; the next pair con
tains a horse or stag at the left and a similar long
legged, cloven-hoofed animal at the right, also with a 
short stump of a tail. The central roundel contains a 
lion with a little branch sprouting from its mouth. 
The birds have blue necks and wings, striped breasts, 
fat curved red beaks, and short red legs. Both the lion 
and the right-hand quadruped look back over their 
shoulders to the right. In the triangular areas be
tween the roundels are pointed palmettes. There is 
flaking in the palmettes, and some worm holes. 

In the right margin, John of Raithou is handing his 
letter to a messenger (Fig. 127) (3.3 cm). Caption: o 
ocnoi; rca(T)TJP Tjµoi(v) 'Jw(avvrii;) Cl TTJs "Pai:8ou TJYOU
µ(£v)o(i;). John has a gold halo and a pointed gray 
beard. He is seated on a high-backed wooden chair 
with an openwork back, his feet resting on a foot
stool. He is handing a scroll bound by two red rib
bons to an eager tonsured novice who is clad in a 
short tunic, analobos, and short traveler's cape and 
black boots. The novice has a short brown beard. 
John's robes are pale brown with a gray analobos, as 
are those of the novice. The rectangle of ground line 
is blue. The gold of the lower corner palmette of the 
strip overlaps the left edge of the miniature. 

Fol. 2r (Fig. 128): John Klimax receiving the letter (5.3 
cm). John, haloed and clad in brown monastic garb, 
looks out at the viewer and stretches both his hands 
out toward the messenger, to whom his right hand 
points. The messenger monk kneels before him at 
the right, looking up and holding out the letter, 
which is written on a scroll. 

Fol. 4r (Fig. 129): The Heavenly Ladder and John Kli
max addressing some monks (ladder 24.3 X 2.3 cm; 
John 6.0 cm; monks 5.3 cm). Captions: ·o ocnoi; 
rc(m)Tjp Tjµoi(v) 'Jwavvrii; iiyouµ(Ev)o(i;) mu Ltva opoui;, 
o TTJc; KAiµaKo(i;) (alongside John); 'Erctpoiµ£v rcpo8u
µ((l)(;) w OOE(A<j)oi), TTJi; oupavoop6µou KAiµaKoi; (along
side the monks). 

The ladder, guided by the vertical rulings in the 
right margin, rises straight up to a frontal bust of 
Christ placed just above the final rung at the top of 
the page. Each of the thirty rungs is numbered in the 
space to the right of the ladder, starting at the bottom 
with alpha. The ladder and its rungs are bright blue 
on a gold ground. Christ, also in blue, occupies a gold 
roundel with a thin blue border; he stretches out his 
hands to left and right, breaking through the border 

of the roundel. The table of contents naming each of 
the chapters, that is, each rung of the ladder, is writ
ten at the left of the page, starting again with alpha at 
the bottom. 

In the middle of the page, where the names of the 
chapters are quite short, the artist has been able to 
introduce some figures: John Klimax speaking to a 
group of monks. John is placed higher than the 
monks and is taller; with his right hand he points to

ward Christ at the top of the ladder, and with the 
other he gestures down to the monks. Among the 
group of four elderly monks are two who look at 
John, one of them gesturing across to him, one monk 
who looks back at the ladder itself and places his 
hand on his chin, and one who looks up at Christ. 
All the monks wear pale brown tunics, dark brown 
analoboi decorated with white stripes and spots, and 
short dark brown mantles. There is no painted back
ground. 

Fol. Sv (Fig. 130): Spiritual tablets (tablets 2.9 X 4.0 
and 2.9 X 3.6 cm; cross 3.6 X 2.0 cm). Tablets in
scribed rcAaKc:i; rcv(c:uµm)tKai in gold, one word in 
each tablet. Alongside the cross: IC XC. 

At the bottom of the page are two plaques of in
scribed marble, veined, and bordered with blue on 
gold. The blue border is decorated with tiny thin 
white lines regularly interrupted by X's. To the right 
of the tablets is a gold cross on a short blue base, 
with flaring tips and bosses at the ends of the arms, 
and an X shape at the junction of the arms. 

Fol. 9r: Homily 1: On Renunciation of Life. The be
ginning of the text is marked by a blue strip framed 
in gold ( 1. 7 X 13.0 cm). The blue is decorated with 
the same white design as the tablets on fol. Sv (Fig. 
130), with the addition of white dots above, below, 
and between the X's. The marginal miniature has 
been excised, leaving a hole measuring ca. 6.8 x 5.0 
cm. To judge by the offset of the gold halo on the op
posite page (fol. Sv), the missing miniature showed 
John Klimax seated writing his text. 

The initial T (5.2 cm) is outlined in gold and filled 
with knots and bulges painted in blue, green, and 
pink; it has a tail going down off to the left. 

Fol. 15v (Fig. 131): Homily 2: On Detachment. In the 
lower left margin of the page, near the opening line of 
the text, is the figure of a barefoot novice (3.6 cm tall) 
in modified monastic garb (short pale brown tunic, 
analobos, dark brown cape). He has a short brown 
beard. He holds a long cross in his left hand, a white 
scroll (?) in his left. His bare legs and feet are appar
ently bleeding. He is standing on a rectangle of blue 
ground, between two low blue bushes. The letter B 
relates to the adjacent scholion. 
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The initial O (1.2 cm in diam.) contains several 
blue concentric circles and a pink center. 

Fol. 18v (Fig. 132): Homily 3: On Pilgrimage. The 
marginal miniature and the initial have been excised 
from the left margin, leaving a hole ca. 6.0 X 5.4 cm. 

Only the upper part of the initial E: remains (1.4 
cm tall), a knotted, gaily painted serpent with black, 
white, and red spots on a blue body. Its head is plain, 
horned, and has a red tongue. 

Fol. 22r (Fig. 133): Sleeping novice and a demon ( 1.6 
X 3.3 cm) in the right margin. Accompanying this 
subdivision of Homily 3 is a figure plagued in his 
sleep by a demon. A young beardless monk lies bare
foot on a woven straw pallet on top of a bluish green 
strip of ground; his head is slightly raised, and he 
raises his right hand to address a smudged area that 
probably once held the figure of a demon. The under
drawing of the demon was apparently executed in 
carmine ink. 

The initial O ( 1.1 cm) is a gold oval with some pink 
and blue markings. 

Fol. 23v (Fig. 134): Homily 4: On Obedience. In the 
left margin, a seated monk orders two youthful 
monks below to carry water (6.3 X 3.5 cm). The eld
erly monk above sits on a low polygonal wooden 
bench, looking off to the left. He wears black slip
pers, a pale brown tunic, and a dark brown cape. Be
low are two young monks standing on a strip of 
bluish green earth edged by clumps of grass, near a 
narrow blue stream; both wear short tunics and black 
slippers, analoboi, and dark brown capes. The young 
monk on the right looks up at the seated monk, but 
gestures back to the written text; the young monk on 
the left heads off to the left bearing a two-handled 
water amphora on his back and a two-handled goblet 
in his left hand, both vessels having a row of dots 
running around the center of the body. A slender tree 
rises nearby to the left. 

The initial n ( 1. 7 cm) is square in form and painted 
blue. 

Fol. 52r: Homily 5: On Penitence. The miniature in 
the right margin has been excised, leaving a hole ca. 
9.0 x 5.5 cm. But part of its inscription is still there, 
which, with the help of the offset on fol. 51 v, can be 
read as T\ i81cil;oucra µo/vi\ T\ em1s,qoµ(e)v(ri) / <j>uAaKT] 
ev ~ o\. (Martin, Heavenly Ladder, p. 28, then reads 
Ka,ci8tKot, but there appears to be a gamma, that is, 
the beginning of another word before Ka-tci8tKOt, 
which was written vertically.) 

The initial M (2.2 cm) is painted blue. 

Fol. 63v (Fig. 135): Homily 6: On Remembrance of 
Death. The miniature in the left margin shows the 
death of a monk (5.1 X 3.8 cm). The dead monk, an 
old man, lies on a woven straw pallet atop a strip of 
bluish green earth, his eyes shut, his arms folded 
across his chest, clad in monastic robes and black 
slippers. He has a halo. From his mouth emerges a 
tiny young human body, naked, legs not yet visible, 
with short brown hair, hands stretched out forward 
but looking backward at the head of the monk. Be
hind the bed stands an angel with a very long gold 
staff, who grasps the arm of the soul with his right 
hand. The angel's golden wings are raised, he has a 
halo and a white fillet in his hair, and is dressed in a 
blue tunic and lilac himation. 

Behind the foot of the bed are three monks, two 
old and one middle-aged; the monk closest to the bed 
clasps his head in both hands in horror and grief, 
looking toward the head of the corpse. Behind the 
head of the bed is another monk seen in profile, 
koukoullion or hood in place, who raises a burning 
censer with both hands toward the blue arc of heaven 
at the upper right. He blows at the flame. The artist 
has for once used the rulings as a guideline, which 
gives very straight edges to his composition. The tail 
of the gold strip separating this chapter from the last 
overlaps the miniature. 

The initial TI (2.5 cm) is painted blue. 

Fol. 66v (Fig. 136): Homily 7: On Sorrow. Miniature 
in the lower left margin (3.5 X 4.4 cm), below the ini
tial. It represents an elderly monk sorrowing in a 
cave. He sits hunched over, hands pressed to his face 
(though not blocking his eyes), in the dark recesses of 
the cave. Before him is a pale sketch of a pot hanging 
on a hook and, on the ground, a flask (?). The cave 
has jagged edges and blue and white hillocks, and 
small trees along the front of it; the mountainside 
rising above it has blue and white peaks. Outside the 
cave is a small blue arc of heaven, sending three red 
rays down toward the monk. 

The initial n (2.3 cm) is blue with white X designs, 
like those at the beginning of the manuscript. 

Fol. 76r (Fig. 137): Homily 8: On Placidity and Meek
ness. Miniature in the lower right margin (4.8 x 3.6 
cm). Caption: µaKcipot oi npaEi~, on aurni. KA.T]pO-
voµ~croucn ,i\v y~v (Matt. 5:5 ). · 

An angel is shown escorting a middle-aged monk, 
gently resting one arm on the monk's far shoulder 
and clasping one of the monk's hands, which he 
holds before his chest. The angel's reddish brown 
wings envelop the monk. Both angel and monk are 
haloed and look toward each other. The angel is clad 
in a blue chiton and pink himation with a white fil
let in his hair, the monk in the usual brown robes. To 
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the upper left is the blue arc of heaven with three red 
rays emerging from it. The figures stand on a blue 
ground between two slender blue trees. 

The initial i1 I 1.2 cm) is gold with a blue lining. 

Fol. 8Ir (Fig. 138): Homily 9: On Malice. Miniature 
in the right margin (5.3 X 3.6 cm). Caption: 68oi 
µVT]<Jll((t!C(J)V, El~ ecivm:ov ayoucrtv (Prov. 12:28). 

A monk, though turning his head back to the left, 
is being pulled forward by a demon who tugs at his 
outstretched arms. The demon is slender, painted 
dark gray and bluish green; he had wings, but they 
and his body have been almost entirely erased. The 
demon stands atop a dark brown hill, knees bent 
with the effort of pulling the monk. The head of the 
monk, and perhaps also the arms of the demon, ap
pear to have been repainted. The chapter is preceded 
by a narrow blue strip with drooping ends. 

The initial A ( 1.6 cm) is gold with a blue strip. 

Fol. 82v (Fig. 139): Homily 10: On Slander. Miniature 
in the lower left corner of the page, below the initial 
and the text (3.3 X 6.4 cm). A monk seated on a hill
side is approached by a second monk who tries to 
whisper something in his ear. The seated monk turns 
his head away but cups his ear with one hand. The 
slandering monk, seen in profile, bends forward ea
gerly, gesturing with both hands. Neither monk is 
dressed in the usual color robes: the seated monk has 
a grayish tunic, the standing one a pale green tunic, a 
reddish analobos, and a black cloak. Both are elderly. 
The hill is framed by two small blue trees and by a 
bluish green ground line in the foreground. 

The initial O (1.4 cm in diam.) is filled with four 
trefoils, two blue and two green, pointing inward. 

Fol. 85r (Fig. 140): Homily 11: On Talkativeness and 
Silence. Miniature in the center of the left margin 
(3.9 x 2. 7 cm). A monk at the left is pointing upward 
and addressing a second monk at the right. The con
trast between the two is striking: the monk on the 
left is seen in profile, has dark gray, rather bushy 
hair, a reddish brown mandyas, and a greenish tunic. 
The other monk has paler gray hair and is clad in the 
more usual light brown tunic and black mandyas. He 
holds his hand up next to his mouth and responds 
with the other hand, palm out, at his chest. There is no 
ground line. The underdrawing is definitely carmine. 

The initial E ( 1. 7 cm) is gold with some blue fill. 

Fol. 86r (Fig. 141): Homily 12: On Falsehood. Minia
ture in the lower half of the right margin (5.1 X 2.8 
cm). A monk moves off to the left, pursued by a de
mon. The monk is elderly and wraps his left hand 
around his own neck, while addressing the demon 
with his right. The demon, erased down to the carmine 

underdrawing, was smaller than the monk, black, with 
raised black wings; he was reaching his arms out to 
the monk but apparently did not touch him. There is 
no ground line. 

The initial r (2.2 cm) is blue and gold. 

Fol. 87r (Fig. 142): Homily 13: On Despondency. Min
iature toward the lower edge of the right margin (4.9 
X 3.9 cm). An elderly monk sits outdoors in a green 
landscape in a thoroughly depressed pose: slumped 
forward, head resting on his hand. He wears sandals 
instead of the usual black slippers. A brightly dressed 
demon, the female personification of Tedium, ad
dresses him, actually pulling at the hand on which 
his head is resting. With her other hand she gestures 
toward something off to the right. The demon's up
per body has been erased, but her black skin, short 
red tunic, and layers of violet and green garments 
survive, as do her black wings. The landscape consists 
of a yellowish green mountainside capped with gray 
crags, a lower hillock on which the monk sits, a blue 
foreground strip, and several spindly trees. The under
drawing is carmine. There may have been another 
element of the miniature at the upper right. 

The initial E ( 1.8 cm) is gold with blue fill. 

Fol. 89r (Fig. 143): Homily 14 ( 1 ): On Gluttony. The 
miniature in the right margin has been cut out, leav
ing a hole that measures ca. 5.6 X 5.4 cm. All that re
mains is a bluish green treetop ( 1.5 cm wide) from 
the top of the composition. 

The initial M (2.2 cm) is gold with blue fill. 

Fol. 93v (Fig. 144): Homily 14 (2): On the Body and 
Nonbody. Miniature below the initial at the lower 
left edge of the page (3. 7 X 4.2 cm). A monk wearing 
sandals is seated on a low hill, holding on his lap a 
large book with a jeweled cover and red edges. He 
looks behind him toward a black demon sprite (ef
faced) which is flying down toward him. The monk 
rests his chin and cheek between the thumb and 
forefinger of his left hand in a distinctive gesture. 

The initial H (2.0 cm) is gold with blue infilling. 

Fol. 94r (Fig. 145): Homily 15: On Chastity and Tem
perence. Miniature in the center of the right margin 
(4.6 X 2.9 cm). Two figures stand side by side, an an
gel and a monk. The angel at the right envelops the 
monk with his wings, turns his head toward him, 
and places his right hand on the monk's right shoul
der. In his left hand he holds a long thin red staff 
with a blue, three-pointed upper tip. His chiton is 
blue with red clavi, his himation lavender with folds 
marked with white highlights and narrow black lines 
along the borders and especially under the left knee. 
His hair is brown with a white fillet, and there are 
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pink lines on his cheek, and a pink comblike pattern 
on the neck. His wings are red and brown. 

The monk is young, probably beardless, with short 
brown hair; he is clad in the usual monastic garb, 
with a dark brown mandyas and analobos. He raises 
both hands out to the right. His body so overlaps the 
angel that he appears to be treading on the angel's 
right foot; his eyes also gaze into the distance, with
out acknowledging the physical presence of the an
gel. At the right, high above the two figures, is a 
small blue hemicycle emitting three blue rays. There 
is no ground line. 

The initial A (2. 7 cm) is gold, with blue fill and 
white X designs. 

Fol. 107v (Fig. 146): Homily 16: On Avarice. Minia
ture in the left margin, just above the beginning of 
the text (3.4 X 4.4 cm). A mature monk, clad in his 
tunic and analobos but without his mandyas, sits up
right on a wooden bench behind a table on which he 
rests his right arm. He sits on a red pillow, and be
hind him is the back of his bench, tall and blue with 
an arched top framing his head. The chairback has a 
series of knobs running along its upper surface and 
the outline of a short cloth hanging down from the 
top. The monk holds his left hand out to the right to 
a black demon who flies down to it, possibly about to 

place a gold coin in the monk's open palm. 
The monk is approached from the left by another 

(novice?) monk in short tunic and black slippers, 
who brings him a small pouch, like a little flask in 
shape. Another similar pouch lies on its side atop the 
table, where there is also a square dark brown box. 
There is a bluish gray ground line. 

The initial IT (2.1 cm, not counting the finial) is 
gold with blue fill. 

Fol. 108v (Fig. 147): Homily 17: On Poverty. Minia
ture in the left margin, below the initial (4. 7 X 4.0 
cm). On a rectangular patch of bluish green ground 
stands a monk in short tunic, brown mandyas and 
analobos, wearing sandals and holding a long thin 
brown staff capped by a cross which has a curved 
base where it joins the staff. He blesses with his right 
hand. His hair is grayish brown and unruly, and he is 
bearded. A pair of bluish green trees, with thin 
trunks and puffy foliage, flanks him. A later hand has 
scribbled a border to the ground line in black ink; 
this is presumably the same hand that added a mar
ginal note, now erased, above the miniature, which 
in fact names the monk as St. John Prodromos. The 
image is indeed very much that of John the Baptist, 
despite the specifically monastic garb. 

The initial A (1.8 cm) is gold with blue fill. 

Fol. llOr (Fig. 148): Homily 18: On Insensibility. Min
iature in the center of the right margin (4.1 X 1.4 
cm). A venerable monk stands slightly turned to the 
left, but looking out to the right. He has a long gray 
beard and raises his right hand to cradle his chin be
tween forefinger and little finger; his left hand falls 
idle before his body. There is no ground line. 

The initial A (2.4 cm) is gold with blue infilling 
and a plumed top. 

Fol. 112r (Fig. 149): Homily 19: On Sleep and Prayer. 
Miniature in the center of the right margin, opposite 
the title (4.3 X 3.3 cm). Inside a cave occupying a 
gray and brown mountain are three elderly monks, 
seated and hunched forward, two of them facing each 
other in a seated position at its jagged opening, the 
third slightly behind them within the cave recess. 
The right-hand monk in the foreground is dozing, 
head on hand, as is the monk further back in the 
cave; the third monk, though also hunched over, has 
his eyes open and puts his hand up to his mouth. Vis
ible inside the cave is a desk with lectern; above it, a 
tiny lamp is hanging from a hook attached to the 
wall of the cave. 

The initial Y (1.6 cm) has green, blue, and pink in
filling. 

Fol. 113v (Fig. 150): Homily 20: On Wakefulness. 
Miniature in the left margin, below the initial and 
the opening of the text (3.8 X 3.2 cm). The upper tor
sos of four monks appear in four separate caves on a 
single mountainside. Three of them are raising both 
hands eagerly toward two tiny blue arcs of heaven, 
both emitting three carmine rays, at the upper right; 
the fourth monk is engrossed in a book which he 
holds under a tiny lamp suspended from the roof of 
his cave, though he too looks out toward the right. 
The upper and lower monks have black hair, the cen
ter ones are elderly with white beards (actually light 
blue). The mountainside is pale yellowish green with 
a few wavy brown and black bushes and a couple of 
low trees, one pointed like a cypress. 

The initial T (2. 7 cm) is gold with strapwork of 
blue, green, and pink. 

Fol. 115v (Fig. 151): Homily 21: On Timidity. Minia
ture in the center of the left margin, below the initial 
(5.2 X 3.9 cm). Above the miniature, but under the 
initial, are the words Cl7t0 q>O ~O'U ex0pou E~EAO'U 6 
0(eo)i; 1(11v) \jl'llXr\(v) µou (Ps. 63:1). 

A monk, elderly but barefoot and wearing a short 
tunic, shrinks away from a demon approaching him 
from the left. The monk turns his head back to look 
directly at us and raises his left hand up toward the 
title of the homily; his right hand is held palm for
ward before his chest. His mandyas is a dark red 
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brown with gray highlights. Both his face and the 
mandyas have somewhat flaked. The demon has a 
greenish brown skin color and wears a vivid short red 
tunic covered by a blue sash or mantle and red slip
pers. He is speaking to the monk with outstretched 
hands. His black wings are raised high over his head. 
His head, the wings, and part of the sash have been 
deliberately defaced, and there is a hole in the parch
ment to the right of his neck. There is no ground line. 

The initial~ (2.1 cm) is gold with blue infilling and 
has flourishes at the three tips. 

Fol. 116v (Fig. 152): Homily 22: On Vainglory. Minia
ture in the left margin, near the initial (4.2 X 1.8 cm). 
Above is an inscription, Tl TT] KEvooo~la µ£ya qipo
VEti;, yfi K(aL) criwM:; cov (cf. Gen. 18:2), that probably 
serves as a caption to the miniature. 

A dignified elderly monk stands facing the viewer, 
holding with his left hand a long blue staff with a 
gold handle and with his right hand a mirror. The lat
ter has a long black handle and a red reverse side 
painted with blue chevrons. 

The initial T (2.4 cm) is infilled with blue, pink, 
and green knots. 

Fol. 121 v (Fig. 153): Homily 23 ( l ): On Pride. Minia
ture in the left margin, above the title and the initial 
(4.3 x 3.5 cm). There is an inscription above the 
miniature that apparently refers to the title: ai.crxuv
Stjrncr(av) Kai. circompa<jltjHocr(av), oL ~TJrnuv,Ei; 1:ci 
KaKa µ01. arcocr,pa<jltjHocrav rcapau,iKa ai.crxuv6µ£vm 
oi AEyov,Ei; µot, £UY£, £UY£ (cf. Ps. 69:3-4). 

Inside a dark cave with jagged edges, on a brown 
hillside, is the torso of a monk who is simultane
ously praying with both hands raised to an icon of 
Christ, up at the right of the hill, and looking back 
over his shoulder at a small black demon flying down 
from the left. The monk wears a black koukoullion 
and a deep reddish brown mandyas. Christ in the 
icon is clad in a blue himation and has reddish brown 
hair and a blue halo with white crossbars on it. He 
blesses with his right hand; his left is not visible. The 
background of the icon is gold, and it has a loop at 
the top of the frame for hanging. 

In the foreground, below the rocky hillside, is a 
gentler landscape of rolling bluish green and lavender 
hills, the former inhabited by diverse creatures: a 
bear on its hind legs threatening a white stork in a 
treetop, a dark crane (?), partially flaked, a long
horned goat oddly settled on a second treetop, and, 
on the lavender part of the hill, a black mouse. There 
are green bushes and cypresses on all parts of the 
mountainside. 

The initial C ( 1.5 cm) has green, blue, and pink fill. 

Fol. 125r (Fig. 154): Homily 23 (2): On Blasphemy. 
Miniature in the right margin, opposite the title. The 
miniature has been almost entirely defaced (ca. 4.5 x 
4.1 cm). All that remain of the painted portion are 
the head and shoulders of a monk sitting at the en
trance to a cave on a brown hillside. He is elderly and 
has a halo. With the help of the underdrawing we see 
that he was seated facing to the left, but turning his 
upper body around to the right to address a demon at 
the right. All that remain of the demon are the tips of 
his black wings. Behind the hill is a blue arc of 
heaven with three blue rays. 

The initial X ( 1. 7 cm) is filled with green and blue; 
it is partially destroyed by a hole in the parchment 
but apparently had a long tail running into the inner 
margin of the volume. 

Fol. 128r (Fig. 155): Homily 24: On Meekness, Sim
plicity, and Other Virtues. Of the miniature in the 
right margin, toward the top of the page, only half 
has survived (2.7 x 2.0 cm): the upper part has been 
excised (size of hole ca. 2.3 X 2.0 cm), leaving only 
the trace of an acute accent from a caption. Surviving 
below are the figures of two monks facing each other, 
both raising their hands in prayer up to the excised 
area, probably an image of Christ. Both monks are 
elderly, the monk on the left having somewhat un
ruly hair. There are possibly traces of writing within 
what looks like the underdrawing for a hanging 
scroll, below the excised circle. 

The initial IT ( 1.5 cm) has green, blue, and pink in
filling. 

Fol. 130v (Fig. 156): Homily 25: On Humility. The 
miniature, which was located in the left margin, 
flanking the text, has been entirely cut out (size of 
hole ca. 4.9 x 2.6 cm). Thanks, however, to the cap
tion surviving above the hole, 6 a(ywi;) 'Ioi(civvT]i;) 6 
li(t)a X(ptmo)v rcnox6(i;), we can reconstruct the lost 
miniature as a depiction of St. John Kalybites, the 
"poor in Christ." The image was most likely that of 
a standing monk; the offset on fol. 131 r shows that 
he had a halo. 

The initial O (1.5 cm in diam.) comprises several 
concentric gold circles, separated by a blue one 
adorned with white dots, another with tiny blue 
crosses on a white ground, and a central blue rosette 
on a red ground. 

Fol. 140r (Fig. 157): Homily 26 (1): On Discernment. 
Miniature in the right margin, opposite the title (4.4 
X 3.1 cm). An elderly balding monk, seen in profile, 
kneels listening to another monk who speaks from 
inside a cave on a bluish green hillside with a light 
brown rocky summit. The speaking monk has some 
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kind of brown cap on his headi he raises his right 
hand to bless the visitor and holds a closed scroll in 
his left. Visible inside a second cave further up the 
mountain is the head of another monk who is mourn
fully (?) pressing his right hand to his cheek. There 
are wavy black and blue plants and a couple of two
tiered bluish green trees growing on the slopes of the 
hill. Just behind the hill at the left is a lavender 
tower with a blue cornice. 

The initial fl (1.9 cm with plumes) is filled with 
green and blue. 

Fol. 154r (Figs. 158-160): Homily 26 (2): On Expert 
Discernment. Miniature in the right margin, oppo
site the title (3.8 X 3.0 cm). An elderly monk with a 
gold halo is shown in proskynesis, reaching out his 
hands and looking up toward the hand of God above, 
who is extending to him a scroll from the blue arc of 
heaven (Fig. 160). A caption above the miniature says 
6 oaw<; 6£XOµ(Ev)o(<;) EK 8(EO)U 'tO xciptcrµa -rf\<; 8ta
Kpicr£W<;. The use of the word hosios ("holy man") 
implies that this figure represents John Klimax, but 
his portrait is not the same as that on fol. 2r (Fig. 128). 

The initial O (2.4 cm in diam.i Fig. 159) has several 
concentric gold and red circles surrounding a central 
blue field which is covered with little yellowish 
green plants. Against the initial but still within its 
circumference is a gray antlered stag moving to the 
righti he is spotted along his back, has black hooves, 
and some white on his legs. The stag refers to the 
opening words of this section of the text. 

Fol. 165r (Fig. 161): Homily 26 (3): Summary of the 
Foregoing. Miniature in the lower part of the right 
margin (4.3 x 3.4 cm). The caption, 'tO I:tva opo<;, 
identifies the scene as a view of Mount Sinai. Before 
a brown hillside is the monastery, a round enclosure 
surrounded by lavender walls and five towersi the 
walls have high windows, and all but one of the tow
ers have a window and are surmounted by one or two 
white crosses. The cornice is blue, crenellated in 
black and white. The entrance gate is blue with black 
studs and has a rounded lunette over the door. Inside 
are visible one pedimented facade with a red roof, 
two domes, one with a blue roof topped by a cross, 
and another blue basilical roof. 

Outside the monastery at the left is a square win
dow under a gabled roof, its wooden shutter thrown 
open to reveal the head of an elderly monk looking 
out to the left and holding an open book in both 
hands. Below the window is a square blue area with a 
central square of dark red framed by white projections. 

Below the scene is a rolling green ground line, and 
the steep hillside is marked with little plants and 
trees, among them a bush with bright red stalks 

among the green, which very likely represents the 
Burning Bush (to honor which the monastery had 
been founded). Near the top of the hill is a tiny round 
cave from which emerges the head and right arm of 
a balding, dark-haired monk who is lowering a small 
black basket on a black rope. 

The initial IT (2.0 cm) has blue infilling. 

Fol. 169v (Fig. 162): Homily 27 ( l ): On Hesychia. Min
iature in the left margin, below the initial (4.5 X 2.9 
cm). In a landscape with towers are four monks in 
various kinds of solitary existence. In the center, on 
a brown hillside, is an elderly monk seated in a cave 
wielding an adze for the carving of wooden spoons; 
there is a lamp before him hanging from the roof of 
the cave. His tunic has flaked, especially on his right 
thigh. In another, smaller cave behind this monk is 
the head of a second old monk holding an open book, 
pressing his right hand to his cheek, and staring out 
to the left of the picture. A lamp again hangs from 
the roof of his cave. 

To the right and left of the hillside are two laven
der turrets, slightly curved, with light brown cor
nices. Halfway up the right-hand turret is a window 
in which is visible the head of an old monk staring 
off to the right. Emerging from the very top of the 
other turret, that in the left background, is the head 
of a fourth monk who is looking left; behind his de
capitated-looking head at the top of the tower are 
three blue crosses. 

In the foreground, below the seated monk, is a 
bluish green landscape in which arc visible a hare, a 
peacock, and a fox who goes to drink at a blue stream 
coursing down from the area of the tower. At the top 
of the brown hillside is a single tree. 

The initial H [1.7 cm) is plain gold. 

Fol. 173r (Fig. 163): Homily 27 (2): On Different Kinds 
of Hesychia. The miniature once occupied the center 
of the right margin, alongside the title; it was half de
stroyed when a diagram or painting of a ladder on the 
verso (fol. 173v) was excised. The upper part of the 
miniature remains (ca. 4.9 x 3.5 cml. It again shows 
a landscape with caves and separate structures in
habited by monks. Inside caves and turned to the 
right are two monks, one resting his left hand on his 
head and the other praying with his hands extended 
to the right. 

Draped over rods attached to the roof of the left
hand cave are two short brown leather pouches (? I 
and what may be a lamp on .a stand in front of the 
monk. Above the caves is a yellowish brown hillside 
teeming with vegetation. At the left of the composi
tion is a lavender tower with a blue pediment topped 
with a blue cross and a reddish brown roof. Visible in 
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its upstairs window, whose wooden shutter has been 
opened, is the head of an old monk who looks out to 
the left, holding his right hand to cover his mouth. A 
small basket hangs far below on a red and white rope 
attached to a hornlike rod projecting from the win
dowsill. A second building, with a rounded tympa
num over its entrance and a cross on top, appears 
atop the hillside at the right. 

The initial E (2.4 cm) is oval, filled with a bit of 
green, and blue adorned with white X shapes. 

Fol. 173v: Homily 27 13). The miniature that once 
adorned the left margin has been cut out (see fol. 
l 73r). The offset on fol. 17 4r shows it to have been 
the image of a ladder with seven rungs (7.5 X 2.2 cm). 
Each rung must have corresponded to one of the 
"characteristics" of hermits listed in the text (PG 
88:1105B-c). As Martin noted (Heavenly Ladder, p. 
42), however, the fourth characteristic was omitted 
in the text (though added later), and therefore the 
miniaturist painted the ladder with only seven rungs. 
Below the excised area is part of an inscription, be
low a rung of the ladder, that must have been added 
to it later in red ink; the words are written between 
the two extended posts of the ladder: 8t' ciKpacriav 
8uµou (incontinence in anger); it is preceded by the 
letter a to the left of the ladder. 

Fol. 180v (Fig. 164): Homily 28: On Prayer. Below the 
initial, in the left margin, is the figure of an elderly 
praying monk (3.9 cm tall). Four lines remain of what 
was probably a caption: [E1ttKClAEcrai µE Ev] 11µEpa 
8AtljfEOJ~ crou, K(ai.) E~EAouµai crE Kai. 8o~cicrEt~ µ(E) 
(Ps. 49:5). 

The monk is turned to the left, hands raised to
ward what was originally a medallion of Christ, now 
cut out (area of excision ca. 3.0 X 2.4 cm). The offset 
on fol. 18lr provides the content and dimensions of 
the lost medallion (2.7 cm in diam.): a bust with a 
cross-halo, possibly holding a book. Martin (Heav
enly Ladder, p. 43) was also able to see offsetting of 
the letters IC XC. 

The initial P ( l. 7 cm) has blue, green, and pink 
knots. 

Fol. 187v (Fig. 165): Homily 29: On Dispassion (and 
on the Resurrection of the Soul, Before the Common 
Resurrection). Miniature in the left margin, next to 
the initial (4. 7 x 3.5 cm). The half-figure of Christ is 
shown descending from the upper right, grasping the 
right wrist of a monk emerging from a sarcophagus. 
A black-winged demon pulls at the monk's other 
wrist from below, and three or more other black 
demons with flashing white eyes grasp at the monk's 
feet and legs from inside the sarcophagus. Christ 
wears a blue chiton and a lavender himation, and car-

ries a closed scroll. Above his head are the letters IC 

XC. The monk wears a black koukoullion, and his 
analobos is blue; otherwise he is dressed in tradi
tional monastic garb. The sarcophagus is blue marble 
with a lozenge design on its long side. Across the bot
tom margin of the page is written a variant of Psalm 
113:7, used in another variant at the end of the chap
ter; a reference mark connects the passage with the 
miniature. 

The initial I (3.1 cm) has blue, green, and pink 
strapwork; the carmine outline was left as is, and 
gold applied only to certain sections. 

Fol. 190v (Fig. 166): Homily 30: On the Joining of the 
Trinity of Virtues: Faith, Hope, and Charity. The 
miniature, originally located above the title, in the 
upper left margin, has been cut out (size ca. 5.8 X 3.8 
cm). The caption ii ciyia tpui~ was seen by Martin 
(Heavenly Ladder, p. 44) under ultraviolet light. 

The offset on fol. 19lr shows that there were three 
haloed figures, the center one with a cross-nimbus, 
the outer ones clearly winged, probably sitting at a 
table and representing the Old Testament Trinity: 
the three angels who appeared to Abraham and Sarah 
(Gen. 18:2-15). Connected to the original lost minia
ture by a reference mark is a passage written in the 
upper margin associating faith with Abraham, hope 
with Enos, and charity with Christ and St. Paul (Mar
tin, Heavenly Ladder, p. 44). 

The initial N (1.9 cm) has blue, green, and pink 
knots. 

Fol. 194r (Fig. 167): The Heavenly Ladder. With its 
thirty rungs, the ladder occupies the entire right mar
gin (the ladder alone is 21.5 X 2.1 cm; with dragon 
and Christ, 25.6 cm high). The ladder is carmine and 
was never gilded. At its base is a coiled blue dragon, 
partially defaced, with a long pointed snout, a red 
nose, ears, a red eye, and white spots along his body. 
His mouth is open, waiting for the falling monks; he 
has big black teeth. Under each rung is written the 
abbreviated title of the corresponding homily, num
bered in gold letters in sequence from the bottom up; 
the first is called the First Anabasis, Flight from the 
world (cf. the inscription under the approaching 
monks, below). At the top, in an arc of heaven di
rectly above the ladder, is the rather worn bust of 
Christ reaching both arms out to the sides, in each 
hand a crown. Caption: IC XC. 

Ascending the ladder on Christ's right, at roughly 
equal intervals from each other, are three monks. 
The lowest monk has one foot still on the ground 
and one on the first rung; he is gray haired and looks 
out at the viewer but holds onto the fifth and sixth 
rungs above his head. His tunic is shortened, and he 
is barefoot. The next monk has his feet on the tenth 
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and eleventh rungs, and is grasping the fourteenth 
and fifteenth; his mandyas flies out behind him, and 
he looks up toward Christ. He too is elderly. A third 
monk climbs on the twenty-second and twenty-third 
rungs, grasping the twenty-sixth and twenty-seventh. 
He is dark haired and beardless, has a very short tu
nic, and apparently wears no analobos. 

In the right margin are two monks who have failed 
in their attempt to scale the ladder; they plunge 
head-down toward the dragon at its base. One of the 
first falling monks had almost reached the top and is 
on the level of the top two rungs; he wears a short tu
nic and analobos. The other monk appears around 
the level of the tenth and eleventh rungs, arms flung 
out to the sides. Although Christ holds a crown in 
each hand, this, his left, is clearly the unfavored side. 
Running vertically along the entire right edge of the 
ladder, from the top down, are the nearly illegible 
words Kat£~aAE<; a-uwuc; Ev tcii E1tap8(f\vm). n(ciic;) 
EYEVOVtO £ii; Eptjµcocnv E~07ttva, E[~EAt]n[ov] a[nro]
AOVtO Ota [1:11v avoµiav au]1:ciiv (Ps. 72 [73]:18-19). 

In the lower margin of the page is a procession of 
six monks heading eagerly toward the ladder, hands 
outstretched and knees slightly bent in the urgency 
of their motion. Though all are dressed roughly the 
same, each figure is differently characterized. From 
left to right: a brown curly haired monk whose 
mandyas is blown back to one side in his haste; an 
elderly monk with pointed beard; another brown
haired monk with somewhat unruly hair and a beard; 
an old monk wearing the koukoullion; an elderly 
monk looking out at the viewer; and, heading the 
line, a monk with flat brown hair and the trace of a 
beard. Between the second and third monks is a tree 
(or perhaps the wooden staff of the second monk). 
Across the bottom is written the command qruy11 KO
crµou Kai 1:ciiv EV 1:cii Kocrµco 1tciv1:(cov) Ota x(ptcr1:6)v (or 
K[Upto]v). 

Standing above the line of monks, and on a larger 
scale than they, is the figure of John Klimax (5.9 
cm), labeled 6 ocrt0c; 1t(at)11p 11µcii(v) 'Icoavvric;, 6 1:ric; 
KAiµaKoc;. He unfurls a scroll, on which are written 
the first words of his exhortation, the first words of 
the text On this page: ava~atVE1:E, ava~at V£1:(E) ava
~00-Et<; npo[8uµcoc;]. His body is perfectly frontal, but 
he gestures toward the monks below with his right 
hand and looks off to the right toward the ladder. 
He has a gold halo. Between him and the ladder is a 
narrow gold cross (5.5 cm high) on a stepped base 
with bosses at the tips of the arms; under the cross 
arms is written the abbreviation 6 cr1:(au)p(6)c; in 
gold letters. 

Inscribed alongside the cross, and incorporating 
the monogram into its text, are six lines of twelve
syllable verse written in carmine (seep. 114 above), 
with the opening words and a couple of other signif-

icant words written in gold. Alongside the stepped 
base of the cross are two more lines of twelve
syllable verse, both starting with the word Stauros, 
which is written in gold; these refer to the power of 
the cross over demons. On these poems, see p. 113 
above. 

The initial A (5.0 cm with snake tail) consists of a 
blue-breasted peacock facing left, whose neck is be
ing bitten by a snake whose body then coils around 
the bird's lower body and continues far down into the 
margin. 

Fol. 194v (Fig. 168): Homily to the pastor. In the left 
margin are two elderly and remarkably well-pre
served monastic figures, John Klimax addressing his 
homily to John of Raithou (4.3 X 3.1 cm). Both are 
haloed. John Klimax, on the left, labeled 6 a(ytoc;) 
'Iro(avvric;) 6 1:f\c; KAiµaKo(c;), holds a scroll in his left 
hand and turns to address John of Raithou with his 
right. On his scroll is written 'Ev 1:f\ µ(Ev) Ka1:(co) 
~i~Aro fyroyt crE, the opening words of this very text 
written above and shown being actually penned by a 
hand in the initial. Receiving the message at the 
right is John of Raithou, labeled 6 a(ytoc;) 'Iro(avvric;) 6 
1:f\c; Pai'Sou T]youµ(Ev)o(c;); he holds his right palm be
fore his chest to acknowledge the message. He also 
holds a black pastoral staff. 

The initial E (2.5 cm in diam.) is perfectly round 
and outlined in gold. Emerging from it is an elegant 
arm, not a monastic one, holding a pen poised at the 
letter N of the opening word EV. The wrist has a fancy 
gold cuff under a blue tunic and may be meant to rep
resent Christ. 

BINDING 

Dark red goatskin over 26.8 X 19.5 cm poplar boards 
( 1.0 cm thick) with grooved edges. The spine lining is 
natural-color linen. The secondary sewing of the end 
bands is in a chevron pattern sewn in red, green, tan, 
and gold-wrapped silk thread. The old binding dates 
from the end of the 15th or the beginning of the 16th 
century and had been resewn several times, always 
in unsupported link stitch on either four or five 
sewing stations. The boards show evidence of earlier 
fore-edge clasps at two locations. These were re
placed by a single pin intended to catch the ring at
tached to a triple-braided leather strap. All that re
mains of the straps is the anchoring of the two straps 
on the inside of the back cover. 

The front and back covers are blind embossed in a 
complex pattern (Fig. I 70), but the spine is not deco
rated. A rectangular space in the middle of each 
board is crossed by fillets to form triangles and dia
mond shapes matching pattern no. 5 in Federici and 
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Houlis, Legature, p. 66, fig. 3 7; and Politis, 0£crcrn
lov{1<T), p. Ka, pattern II5. The triangles and diamond 
shapes are filled with figurative roundels (an eagle 
and two griffinlike animals) in different sizes and sur
rounded by a frame produced by rectangular tools of 
fleurs-de-lis, animals, and other patterns. 

The front and back boards originally had nine 
pewter bosses: five eight-pointed bosses and four cor
ner bosses in the shape of a fleur-de-lis of the style re
produced in Federici and Houlis, Legature, p. 154, pl. 
xxxrxa; and in B. van Rcgemorter, Binding Structures 
in the Middle Ages: A Selection of Studies, trans
lated and annotated by J. Greenfield (Brussels, 1992), 
p. 280, pl. 46 nos. 8, 9, and 11. All of the bosses are 
present on the front board (Fig. 1 70), but two of the 
star-shaped bosses are missing from the back. 

The old binding of Garrett MS. 16 is very similar 
in style and decoration to the later binding on a 14th
century manuscript of comparable dimensions 
thought to have originally been from Kosinitza or 
Serres. Now in Prague, Universitni Knihovna, MS. 
XXV C 19, this manuscript is chiefly comprised of 
the Sermonum asceticorum libri II of Isaac Syrus. 
See J.-M. Olivier and M.-A. Monegier du Sorbier, 
Catalogue des manuscrits grecs de Tchecoslovaquie, 
Documents, Etudes et Repertoires Publies par 
l'Institut de Recherche et d'Histoire des Textes 
(Paris, 1983), p. 92, pl. xxv. Since the Princeton Kli
max manuscript came to Kosinitza at the end of the 
15th or the beginning of the 16th century as a gift of 
Joachim I, patriarch of Constantinople, it is likely 
that the Princeton and Prague manuscripts were both 
rebound at Kosinitza after they were received. 

The binding of Garrett MS. 16 was misdated as ca. 
1100 by Dorothy Miner (1904-1973), curator of man
uscripts at the Walters Art Museum, in an undated 
handwritten note on file in the Department of Rare 
Books and Special Collections, Princeton University 
Library, and as 12th century in Princeton 1978, p. 5 
no. 4. According to Miner's handwritten note, the Kli
max binding was treated in the Technical Laboratory 
of the Walters Art Museum around 1938, when the 
manuscript was still in Robert Garrett's possession 
in Baltimore. For conservation purposes, the worm
damaged boards were impregnated with beeswax, a 
process that presumably necessitated the removal of 
the manuscript fragment that had served as the front 
pastedown (now Garrett MS. 16A) and another man
uscript, not extant, that served as the back paste
down. In 1963 the text block was removed from the 
Byzantine binding by James McDonald in New York 
City and rebound in an English-style case (oak boards 
with quarter-leather spine and end clasps). The origi
nal binding is housed separately and shelved next to 
Garrett MS. 16. 

PROVENANCE 

Garrett MS. 16 was probably written in Constantin
ople, where it remained until the end of the 15th or 
the beginning of the 16th century. It was the property 
of Joachim I, patriarch of Constantinople ( 1498-1502, 
1504-1505) and formerly metropolitan of Drama. 
This fact is recorded in a note written in black ink on 
the back flyleaf during his patriarchate: t i'.:rnu,o ~t

~Aiw unapx11 mu 1ravaytw,(a),(ou) n(m)ptapxou KU

p(ou) iwan:iµ. It is possible that Joachim visited the 
monastery of Kosinitza (Eikosiphoinisses monastery, 
in the village of Kormista, Prefecture of Serres, near 
Drama) and brought the codex with him. The manu
script was described there, as no. 112, in 1885 by 
Papadopoulos-Kerameus (below). In 1917 it was re
moved from the monastery by the Bulgarian author
ities and presumably taken to Sofia (sec preface), 
although it is not included in the catalogue of manu
scripts in the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences com
piled by Vladimir Sis in 1918-22 (unpublished hand
written catalogue, now in the Ivan Dujcev Centre for 
Slavo-Byzantine Studies in Sofia). In 1920-21 it was 
in the catalogues of the German antiquarian book
seller Joseph Baer, Frankfurt am Main, from whom it 
was acquired by the antiquarian bookseller Wilfred 
Voynich (New York) for Robert Garrett on 3 January 
1924. Voynich sent invoices to Garrett on 3 January 
and 24 October 1924. Gift of Robert Garrett (1875-
1961), Princeton University Class of 1897, to the 
Princeton University Library in 1942. 
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GARRETT MS. 16A 

John Chrysostom, Commentary on the Gospel of Matthew, Fragment 

9th Century 

CONTENTS 

· · .]KAT]O'EWi; 1!EV8Et\/ bE T]µiii; OUX 1!Ept TC/l\/ OlKElWV 
~t6vov ... i ends 1:0ui; 1!0AAOUi; AE'fEl on on[ .... Prag-

ment of the fifteenth homily of John Chrysostom's 
Commentary 011 the Gospel of Matthew. PG 5 7:226, 
line 25-227, line 37 (see CPG 4424). 
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MATERIAL ANO LAYOUT 

Parchment, fragment of I folio, much trimmed; 24.0 
x 17.8 cm (W.5 x 13.1 cm); 34 long lines per page; 
lower and inner margins along with 3-4 letters have 
been trimmed. This is one of the two leaves used as 
pastcdowns of the old binding of Garrett MS. 16. 
The text begins on the hair side. According to the 
1885 description by Papadopoulos-Kerameus (""E,c8£
cn~" appendix, p. 28), two leaves were used as pasre
downs. The same information is given in the 1938 
rcpon of the Technical Laboratory of the Walters Art 
Museum (Garrett MS. 16 file in the Department of 
Rare Books and Special Collections, Princeton Uni
versity Library}. But a year later De Ricci described 
only one folio. See the description of the binding of 
Garrett MS. 16 above. 

SCRIPT 

The fragment is written in brown ink in a sloping 
pointed majuscule script (maiuscola ogjvale incli
aatal similar to Vatican Library, MS. Vat. gr. 2066, 
and Milan, Biblioteca Ambrosiana, MS. Ambros. E 49 
inf. (see G . Cavallo, "Funzione e struttura della maiu-

scola greca ua i secoli VIII- XI, " in La paUographie 
grecque et byzantine, Paris, 21-25 octobre 1974, Col
loqucs internationaux du Centre de la Recherche Sci
cntifique 559 [Paris, 19771, pp. 95-137). 

BIN OJ NC 

This leaf is housed separately with Garrett MS. 16 
and its old binding. 

PROVENANCE 

N othing is lcnown about the early provenance of the 
codex to which thls fragment belonged, which was 
probably the first volume of John Chrysostom's Com
mentary on the Gospel of Matthew (Homilies 1-45). 
It was perhaps part of a mutilated manuscript at Ko
sinitza, where Garrett MS. 16 was probably rebound 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

DESCRIPTION: De Ricci, vol. l, p. 868 (under no. 161 
(cited as Baltimore, Robert Garrett collection). 

GARRETT MS. 24 

Georgian Palimpsest 

A.O. 986 with Greek and Aramaic Undertext of ca. A.O. 500-825 

Figure 171 

CONTENTS 

1. Fols. lr-99v: Alexander of Cyprus, lnventio Cru
cis. This incomplete 10th-century manuscript is the 
oldest extant version of a Georgian translation made 
by the 9th cenrury of a Byzantine Creek text by 
Alexander of Cyprus, Invenuo Ccucis (BHG 410-
410<:; CPG 73981. Based in part on Garrett MS. 24, 
the Georgian translation bas been edited by T'amila 
Mgaloblishvili, Alek'sandre kviprelis k'ronika (be
low), pp. 34-84. The Greek text was published in PG 
87:4016-4076. The manuscript was copied in 986 by 
a Georgian scribe named John Zosimos (Ioane To
sime), who was active from 976 to 992. 

Palimpsest: undertext listed by source manuscript 
in order of appearance 

2. Pols. 63r- 70v: Heirmologion (similar to Nia cvpri· 
µara, Mr 29, Mr 91, 9th-10th cent.). Fragments of a 
Creek hcirmologion written in pale brown ink in a 
sloping pointed majuscule bookhand of ca. 750-800 
in the region. of Syria/Palestine/Egypt, possibly at 
the monastery of Mar Saba, i.e., the "Great Lavra" 
founded by St. Sabas (439-532), or another monastery 
in the Jerusalem area (see PROVENANCE). This quire is 
composed of bifolia cut down f:rom a codex of tWO 

columns (9.0 cm wide) with original dimensions of 
perhaps 30.0 x 24.0 cm; the undertext constitutes an 
incomplete column of approximately 17-18 lines, 
visible with uluaviolet light, including kanons and 
beinnoi attributed by J0 rgen Raasted ("Princeton 
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Additional folios from this manuscript are pre
served in four other collections: Berlin, Staatsbiblio
thek, PreuGischer Kulturbesitz, MS. graec. qu. 90 
!=Aland no. 2491), 36 folios with Matt. 19-20 (par
tial) and Mark 15:44-Luke 11 :46 (described in an un
published catalogue by Friederike Berger on file in 
the Staatsbibliothek's Department of Manuscripts); 
Bern, Burgerbibliothek, MS. 784 (=Aland no. 2491), 
24 folios with Mark 1.14-5.33 and 9:14-15:44 (see P. 
Andrist, Les manuscrits grecs conserves a la Biblio
theque de la Bourgeoisie de Berne-Burgerbibliothek 
Bern [Zurich, 2007], pp. 20, 314-316, fig. 12, pl. 95); 
Durham, North Carolina, Duke University Library, 
Greek MS. 22 (=Aland no. 2491), 1 folio with Matt. 
22:31-23:10 (see J, L. Sharpe III, "The Kenneth Willis 
Clark Collection of Greek Manuscripts," Library 
Notes 51/52 [1985], p. 62); and New York, Colum
bia University, Rare Book and Manuscript Library, 

Med/Ren Frag. 49, 1 folio with Matt. 3:16-4:21, i.e., 
the folio that immediately preceded fol. 1 r of Prince
ton MS. 63 (see N. Kavrus-Hoffmann, "Catalogue of 
Greek Medieval and Renaissance Manuscripts in the 
Collections of the United States of America, Part I: 
Columbia University, Rare Book and Manuscript Li
brary," Manuscripta 49.2 [2005], pp. 175-177). The 
leaves in Bern and some of the folios in Berlin were 
also acquired from Tunkelmann in Munich (see An
drist, p. 316), and the folio in New York is accompa
nied by a note attributed to him. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

DESCRIPTIONS: Aland, no. 2850; Faye and Bond, p. 308. 

CITATION: Richard and Olivier, Repertoire, p. 680. 

PRINCETON MS. 81 

John Chrysostom, Commentary on the Gospel of Matthew 

Second Quarter of the 16th Century 

Figure 178 

CONTENTS 

1. Fol. lr-v: . .. ] T\V TO ytvc\µ£VOV, a.Ha edai; i5uva
µ£wc; ncivrn npoc; ,6 i5fov oiKovoµo11crT]c;. Tohn Chry
sostom, [ Commentary on the Gospel of Matthew, 
Homily 9]. PG 5 7:177, line 29-178, line 4 7 (oi 11.c\yo1 · 
ou µ11v) (CPG 4424). 

2. Fols. 2r-9r: .. . ] 6.11.'Aa TT]V 11.UCTlV E1tCl')'£l HDV Kma 81-
avowv 8opu~ouv,wv a-urn1Jc; 11.oywµciiv. Tohn Chryso
stom, [ Commentary on the Gospel of Matthew, 
Homily 37]. PG 57:419, line 33-428 ICPG 4424). 

3. Fols. 9r-13r: Dr1111.ia 11.T]' lin upper margin). 'Ev EK£i
vw ,Qi KatpQi 0.1tOKp18dc; 6 i T]CTOUc; £11(£\I ...• 'Op&c; Ola 
Jt(l(J(J)V au,ouc; EVC!')'El £ic; TT]V nicrnv, Ola TCDV E')'KWµiwv 

wu iwcivvou. Tohn Chrysostom, Commentary on the 
Gospel of Matthew, Homily 38. PG 57:427-434 (CPG 
4424). 

4. Fols. 13r-16v: '0µ111.ia 11.8 1 (in upper margin). 'Ev 
EKElV(J) ,cii Katpcii· E1tOp£1J8T] 6 tT]CTOUc; wic; crci~~acrt Ota 
TCDV crn:opiµwv ... 1 ·o 0£ 11.0UKac; <l>TJCTl, EV cra~~ci,:w 
0EU1:£pwnpo\,w· ,:( 0£ ,:OUTO ecri:tv; ihav 8rn11.1111 apyia 

T\V. John Chrysostom, Commentary on the Gospel of 
Matthew, Homily 39. PG 57:433-438 ICPG 4424). 

5. Fols. 16v-21v: ·0µ111.ia µ' (in upper margin). Kai 
µna~ac; EK£\ 8£V' T\A.8£v Eic; TT]V cruvaywyiiv au,ciiv ... , 
Dci11.1 V EV TCD cra~~(l't(J) 8£pa7t£1J£l' uni':p HDV ')'£y£VT]
µlvwv ano11.oyo11µ£voc;. Tohn Chrysostom, Commen
tary on the Gospel of Matthew, Homily 40. PG 
57:439-446 (CPG 4424). 

6. Fols. 21v-25r (Fig. 178): 'OµtHa µa' (in upper mar
gin). Eii5wc; 0£ 6 lT]CTOUc; ,ac; i':v8uµT]cr£tc; au,ciiv· £l7t£V 
aurn'ic; ... I Kai ,'ji5T] i:oi:'no KaTT]YOPTJCTUV on EV TCD 
~£At;£~01J11. EK~C!AA.£1 ,a i5mµc\via. John Chrysostom, 
Commentary on the Gospel of Matthew, Homily 41. 
PG 57:446-449, line 44 (CPG 4424). The scribe inter
rupts his text exactly where fol. 272v of Garrett MS. 
14 ends (oc; i5' <'iv Et7tTJ Karn i:ou ciyiou 1tv£11µmoc;, ouK 
£1:1 8w,i; on i:oui:o yvo\p1µov). Fol. 25v is blank. 

There are some ethikon notes in the margins, as in 
Garrett MS. 14, as well as the words CTT]µ(Eiwcrm), 
mp(atov). The twenty-five folios of Princeton MS. 81 
were written as replacement leaves, as were fols. lr-
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26v and 35r-38v of Garrett MS. 14. The exemplar for 
these replacement leaves is unknown, but was prob
ably a manuscript in the library of Kosinitza monas
tery (Eikosiphoinisses monastery in Kormista, Pre
fecture of Serres, near Drama; see also Garrett MS. 
14, PROVENANCE). Fol. lr-v corresponds with fol. 
56r-v of Garrett MS. 14, and fols. 2r-25r correspond 
exactly with fols. 248r-272v of Garrett MS. 14, which 
are there bound out of order. Confused by the incor
rect binding order, the 16th-century scribe believed 
that these folios were also missing and copied them 
again. The variant readings of Princeton MS. 81 vis
a-vis Garrett MS. 14 rule out any possibility that the 
former was derived from the latter. 

MATERIAL AND LAYOUT 

Paper, 25 folios; 31.3 X 24.0 cm (25.5 X 15.0 cm; col.: 
25.5 X 6.5/7.0 cm); 2 cols.; 34 lines per page. Glazed 
Western paper. Watermarks include the following: (a) 
fols. 6-10, 16: ladder with star similar to Briquet 
shell 5927 (Salzburg, 1525; Pisa, 1533; Firmi, 1559); 
and (bl fols. 12, 14, 20, 21, 24, 25: ladder with cross 
similar to Briquet shell 5929 (Lucca, 1547-50); sec 
also Garrett MS. 14, MATERIAL AND LAYOUT, Part I. 
At both the front and back covers there are three fly
leaves of modern paper. Modern foliation in the up
per right corners in pencil; in some cases there is an 
older foliation in ink similar to that of Garrett MS. 
14 (fol. lr has the number 56, fol. 2r the number 274, 
fol. Sr the number 280). 

COLLATION 

Fol. 1, 1-38. There are no quire marks. 

SCRIPT 

Late Hodegon style script (Fig. 178). Written in dark 
brown ink by one scribe during the second quarter of 

the 16th century or slightly later (see Garrett MS. 14, 
SCRIPT, Part I). 

DECORATION 

There are large red ink initials O on fols. 9r and 13r, 
with the letter expanded top and bottom by waving 
plumes (max. height 11.3 cm). The latter initial is 
partially painted over with carmine. There are other 
more discreet initials on fols. 16v and 21 v. 

BINDING 

Modern binding (20th cent.) in brown cloth. Spine 
title: Chrysostomos-Homilies on St. Matthew. 

PROVENANCE 

The manuscript was written at the Kosinitza monas
tery (Eikosiphoinisses monastery in Kormista, Pre
fecture of Serres, near Drama) and remained there 
until 1917 (see preface). In 1920-21 it was listed in 
the catalogue of the German antiquarian bookseller 
Joseph Baer, Frankfurt am Main. In 1921 Baer sold 
the manuscript to the Princeton University Library, 
where it was accessioned (no. 464436), catalogued 
(MSF 26212.357 1200q), and given a printed book
plate: "In Memoriam Charles Ewing Green, Obiit De
cember 23rd 1897." 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

DESCRIPTIONS: Baer 1920-21, p. 21 no. 13; Baer 1921, 
p. 21, no. 13; Carter, Codices, p. 24 no. 23; Faye and 
Bond, p. 309; Princeton 1973, p. 60. 

CITATION: Richard and Olivier, Repertoire, p. 680. 
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178. Princeton MS. 81, fol. 25r. John Chrysostom, Commentary on the Gospel 
of Matthew 
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